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Chapter 1241 - God of War Necklace (Gold) 

  

“Click” 

 

Lu Yang hid not far behind them, behind a big tree, using telescopes and screenshots to take pictures of 

20 of the more than 50 people. 

 

“Thorn bird, no wonder I haven’t been able to find you before. It turned out that you **** also got 

camouflage coats. But this time, you are unlucky, so I can sneak-photograph 20 people. Hey, Wait. “Lu 

Yang scolded his teeth. 

 

This group of people ambushed him at the beginning, and almost stole his demon heart. If Lu Yang loses 

the demon heart, the blow to the Iron Brotherhood will be speechless and incomparable, enough to 

shake all Iron Brother Brothers players Self-confidence. 

 

Now, he found the appearance of the group of people in disguise. He immediately sent the message to 

Tu Feng and said, “Order your agent group and the agent group of Qing Qian Zimeng. Let me check this 

secretly. Crowds, as soon as they are found, notify me immediately. “ 

 

Tu Feng asked, “Who are these people?” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Thorn Bird Organization.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, I must look closely.” Tu Feng said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and closed the phone, put on a magic flying carpet and flew back to Tianyuan God City. 

By the time he returned to the city, the white wolf had quietly entered the guild with 10,000 magic 

power soldiers. 

 



“Boss, I’m here,” shouted Bai Lang, and he could think with his cerebellum. At this time, it must be good 

for him to bring 10,000 people to wait here. 

 

Lu Yang walked in front of the white wolf with a smile, and handed him a few storage bags and said, 

“Changing jobs, all are the fruits of the bloodline.” 

 

“I know.” The white wolf laughed and took out a fruit and used it. 

 

System Tip: You have been transferred to the Afterimage Warrior 

 

You gain the skill Afterimage Attack 

 

Afterimage Attack 

 

Type: Warrior Skill 

 

Consumption: None 

 

Distance: Close 

 

Description: After being attacked by the enemy, there is a 22% chance to trigger an afterimage attack. 

The afterimage will hit the target 100%, causing the same physical damage to the target and absorbing 

85% of the damage. 

 

“I, me, I am a god.” The white wolf almost jumped up in excitement, watching Lu Yang shouting: “Boss, 

magic skills, magic skills.” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “That’s right.” 

 

“It’s more than good. With this skill I can single out a group of people alone,” said White Wolf. 



 

In terms of the white wolf’s own more than 2 million attack power, once the attack is triggered, 85% of 

the damage caused by the damage is restored. Unless it is anti-war and anti-riding, the remaining 

occupations can make the white wolf’s blood almost restored. 

 

The divine warrior under the white wolf has two-handed big swords and a 140-level dark gold 

equipment. If the 5-piece jewelry and cloak are also matched with the dark gold of the same level, the 

damage can reach more than 1.5 million. , The attribute is no longer lost to those players wearing 160 

sub-artifact suits. 

 

There are 6 level 140 dark gold players who can kill one wearing a level 160 sub-artifact set. 

 

With 1.5 million damage, triggering the Shadow Vampire attack, in addition to anti-war and anti-riding, 

the defense of the other occupations is less than 300,000, and each knife can recover more than 1 

million HP, how terrible. 

 

Currently, afterimage triggering of afterimage blood vessels does not have a built-in cooling time, that is, 

once multiple people attack the afterimage fighters, with good luck, the afterimage triggers 

continuously, and the player’s health is not as fast as he can. 

 

“Oh my god, it’s too scary.” 

 

“I feel invincible.” 

 

“The Afterimage Army is invincible.” 

 

“Haha, I really want to fight with the enemy.” 

 

“me too.” 

 

… 

 



Almost all of the 10,000 magical fighters got the power of blood, and everyone’s face was filled with 

excitement and they fought. 

 

Lu Yang said: “It is impossible to fight, so I will honestly play a copy, come here tomorrow morning to 

gather, and I will take you to open a new map.” 

 

“Yes.” White Wolf cheerfully took the 10,000 people back to the dungeon to fight monsters. The 

residual warrior not only has this residual attack ability, but also has the ability to increase attack speed 

and continue to add blood. In a short time, the attack speed of the Shadow Warrior is increased by 80%, 

which is another attack skill that is almost a bug. 

 

The original copy of the great Dross castle and the copy of the Garola who needed a strong blood were 

both cracked by Lu Yang. The two items dropped were the same, both were 8 pieces of equipment and 

weapons. The two copies were advanced at the same time. The efficiency of allied equipment has been 

unprecedentedly improved. 

 

In particular, after the 100,000 people have played all the equipment, they began to provide equipment 

for ordinary players in the guild. Any player with sufficient guild points can redeem it. In addition, the 

speed of playing equipment in the guild is faster. 

 

Meeting room in guild hall. 

 

Patho, Karp, Li Wenxing, Pope I and God of War I, and Liang Yun successively entered the meeting room. 

 

“Boss.” Everyone saluted. 

 

Lu Yang sat in a chair and motioned for them to sit down. When they got together, he said, “Today I 

came to you just for one thing. The next war is about to begin. You need to be prepared.” 

 

“Isn’t it a city?” Liang Yun asked. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “In nominal terms, the city is built, but we don’t necessarily have to complete 

the construction of the main city. It is enough to build a shell, and the facilities inside are not anxious to 



build. Starting today, you are trying to collect equipment and materials The war will start as soon as the 

Qingming Festival in early April. “ 

 

“Yes,” the crowd said together. 

 

“Boss, next time you look at the strength of our Indian legion, you will surely make you come home with 

honor.” Padu stood up and said confidently. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Very well, I believe you won’t let me down.” 

 

It has been more than half a year since Tianlong left and Lu Yang commanded the Indian region. 

Originally, a large number of special legions in the Indian region were taken away by Salman. After this 

half-year recuperation, Padu and Karp and other men gathered. Nearly a hundred special corps, 

although the number is not large, but the number is more than 100,000. 

 

In this level 140 dark gold copy customs clearance battle, Lu Yang handed over all the customs clearance 

strategies and videos to the parties under his rule. Padu and Karp completed the first copy with the 

support of many bloodlines. challenge. 

 

Then, more than 100,000 Indian special regiments, like the special army regiment under Lu Yang, played 

a large amount of 140-level dark gold equipment. Today’s Indian army regiment has restored almost 

one-third of the state of Tianlong’s heyday. 

 

Partu glanced proudly at Li Wenxing and God of War I, and bowed to Lu Yang and sat back in the chair. 

Karp was also proud. 

 

Li Wenxing and Ares I glanced at each other, and they both laughed at the same time. Li Wenxing stood 

up first and said, “Boss, God of Ares and I want to contribute the same baby together.” 

 

“What baby?” Lu Yang asked. 

 



Li Wenxing took out a stack of drawings and put them in front of Lu Yang. “This is a drawing of a five-

piece set of 140 gold jewelry for the physics profession and mage profession, and the cloak. Please look 

at it.” 

 

Lu Yang was interested and looked at the drawings handed to Li Wenxing. 

 

God of War necklace (home-made equipment) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Physical Defense: 27000-28190 

 

Magic defense: 28000——29120 

 

Strength: 18000 

 

Endurance: 18000 

 

Physical strength: 18000 

 

Additional physical attack: +49999 points 

 

Additional physical crit chance: +49999 points 

 

Additional physical penetration: +49999 points 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction: “Yes, this equipment is very good. Your forgeman is very good.” 

 

Li Wenxing said proudly: “Our forging division was hostile to Park In-yee, and has been pressed by Park 

In-yee before. Now Park In-eye is gone. I was invited back by this forge. I fully support his research and 



development. This equipment It started as early as half a year ago, and finally developed successfully. 

Now he has formed a complete drawing. As long as he follows this drawing, he can forge a full set of 

melee output equipment and defense equipment. “ 

 

God of War I stood up and said, “The other half of the mage and priest’s equipment drawings were 

developed by an Italian tailor under my command, haha, this is a master tailor of Armani company, a 

chatter after retirement.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed and said, “Very good. The two of you are very attentive. One of them rewards 10 million. 

After the meeting, you will go to the financial account.” 

 

“Thank you, Boss.” God of War I and Li Wenxing and others said excitedly. 

 

Partau and Karp faced envy and jealousy. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Forging, tailoring and leatherworking drawings are all handed to Mu Yi, at least 1,000 

each, fully equipped.” 

 

Originally Lu Yang was also worried that playing jewelry copies would delay a lot of time. Now with 

these jewelry drawings, Lu Yang can save money by making money. He can fully afford the money and 

create a set for more than 10 million people in the entire guild. no problem. 

 

In addition, these accessories and equipment may not necessarily cost Lu Yang much cash, because all 

the materials can be collected in the northeastern region of the new continent, just need to let the 

hands go down to collect it. 

 

He sent a message to Mu Yi. Not long after, Mu Yi came to the Guild Hall and rushed to the drawing as 

soon as he entered the door He excitedly said to Lu Yang: “Brother, rest assured, I will let my brothers I 

worked overtime to get the drawings out. “ 

 

Lu Yang nodded with satisfaction and asked, “In two weeks, at least 3 million people can be equipped. 

Can it be done?” 

 



Mu Yi said: “Rest assured, absolutely no problem.” 

 

There are many master-level blacksmiths in the Zhongyi Blacksmith Shop. There are at least 1,000 

people in each category. Working overtime is enough to build the equipment. 

 

“Padu and Karp followed me to the city of Sacred Tree, the main city of India, where we built a 140-level 

main city, and the rest of the party broke up.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” The crowd left. 

 

Lu Yang flew to the city of the holy tree with Padu and Karp using a teleportation scroll. At the meeting 

just now, Karp and Padu felt embarrassed. In order to save their faces, the two secretly sent a message 

to the other vice-chairmen. Not long after, more than 100,000 players gathered outside the city of the 

Holy Tree. 

 

The original city of the holy tree was the main city with a large number of players in India. When more 

than 100,000 people gathered, the secret agents hiding in it immediately became nervous. 

 

Chapter 1242 - Follow up 

  

“What happened?” 

 

“I do not know.” 

 

“Suddenly gathered so many people.” 

 

… 

 

In the eyes of countless people, Lu Yang took 100,000 players to the 140-level map of the God Springs, 

pointed to an unfinished old site, and said, “Start construction.” 

 



“Yes,” Paddu answered loudly. 

 

The land of the **** spring refers to an open field formed by a eruption of spring water, which is very 

suitable for building fortresses. This spring water is also very special. After drinking the spring water, 

players can quickly restore life and magic value, but unfortunately around No wonder, players have no 

way to run back and forth in order to restore blood. 

 

Building a fortress is now easy. Players only need to provide the necessary funds, and the official will 

build it for the player. 

 

The city wall built by Lu Yang is several kilometers long and 80 meters high per kilometer. According to 

the construction speed of the system, one kilometer is one hour long, and the fortress takes several 

days to complete. 

 

“Boss, I took someone to arm around to prevent strangers from coming in.” Karp said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded. 

 

Karp ordered: “The First Army and the Second Army went to the east, and the Third and Fourth Army 

went to the west …” 

 

With Karp’s order, 100,000 people quickly mobilized, and began to fortify all around the city walls, 

prohibiting any players from entering, but players hidden high in the distance can clearly see what Lu 

Yang is doing using a telescope. 

 

“It was building a fortress.” 

 

“Cut! Build a fortress in such a big scene.” 

 

“Hurry up and report. There is nothing important to reassure the boss.” 

 

“That’s right, as soon as a wind blows, worry, report it.” 



 

… 

 

Agents from many countries, including Germany, the Group of Eight, and Liu Jie, relayed the news back 

to the guild, which relieved the major super guilds that were already very nervous. 

 

“Damn, go get a copy.” 

 

“This **** has to pay for his arrogance.” 

 

“No one can humiliate me like this.” 

 

… 

 

The bosses of several super guilds ordered the players to make a copy. 

 

The undercover agents of Tu Feng learned the movements of the major guilds for the first time. He 

passed the news to Lu Yang, causing Lu Yang to laugh. 

 

“That is, our 140-level dark gold equipment is too small to support me to start a war now. If there are 

one million sets, how can I move the G8.” Lu Yang said with a sigh. 

 

The attributes of level 140 dark gold equipment are only 30% higher than those of level 130 dark gold 

equipment. This number is very embarrassing. In front of the absolute number of people, such 

equipment has only local advantages and will not affect the overall decision. 

 

Tu Feng asked: “Boss, there is one more thing. After the beast activity ended, many scattered groups did 

not dissolve. Like us in the past, we gathered together to form many guilds, large and small. Several of 

them were In our territory, there are large groups of scattered people, which pose a great threat to us. “ 

 



The scatter group is a special group. Speaking of which is very embarrassing for Lu Yang, the area he 

occupies is a country with a large population. Whether it is Huaxia or India, there are hundreds of 

millions of players to upgrade and fight in the area under his control. 

 

After the activities of the New Year Beast, under the activities of many “hearted people”, the scattered 

group not only did not dissolve, but also formed a huge force in the area where Lu Yang was located. 

 

Lu Yang asked: “Did they break into them?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Several have entered their high-level, but they are not trusted. We still don’t know their 

top level.” 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and said, “This group of people cannot be allowed to operate in our area. 

How many people are there?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “There are 3 scattered groups. The largest one has more than 3 million people, the second 

one has more than 1 million people, and the third is more than 800,000 people. Finded me. “ 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “Such a large organization, in our region, didn’t even actively seek you out. 

We talked with our guild and made it clear that we were going to fight against us. You took the initiative 

to send a message to their three heads. That said, I want to negotiate with them, but I want to see if 

these people are Liu Bei or Liu Bang. “ 

 

“Yes,” Tu Feng said. 

 

Pick the Star City. 

 

One of the main cities established by the Jagged Brothers League in the New World. In the 136 level 

area outside the city, millions of players are gathering to fight monsters. Under a big tree, dozens of 

players are gathering. Surrounded by a player. 

 

“Brothers, I am ashamed of everyone.” A Terran player who was not wearing any equipment was hiding 

his face and crying. 



 

“Boss, it’s not your fault at the New Year’s Eve event, it’s the strongest guild bastard, you wait, when we 

get up, I will take someone back and give you gas.” A 2m tall The orc player said angrily. 

 

Unequipped Terran players took a look at the orc player dissatisfied, and said in an angry cry: “Lao Qi, 

we do this for all casual players to have the right to equip and fight monsters, not for personal grudges. “ 

 

“It’s all the same,” said Lu Jian, the old seventh, blinking. 

 

“You …” Terran players who did not wear the equipment cried in anger. 

 

An elven mage who appeased players without equipment called Tang Yuan was their think tank, and at a 

glance saw He Peng’s thoughts, and said to Lu Jian, “Boss, stop talking nonsense, sit down and rest for a 

while, boss Already annoying, don’t make him angry. “ 

 

“I, eh ~!” Lu Jian sighed, sitting unhappy. 

 

“Boss, what shall we do next, gathered so many people in the area of the Jagged Brotherhood, it is 

better that we contact the outside G8, and when the next time they fight, how about we grab the ten 

eight main cities in Luyang? The youngest Li asked successfully Boss He Peng didn’t want to take these 3 

million people to the main city of the Jagged Brothers League, grab him ten or twenty, as long as it takes 

up a month, He’s getting rich, but this thing doesn’t work at all. He has some brothers who are silent and 

worship by themselves. What are the heads, but he can’t say that. 

 

He Peng cried loudly and said in a serious tone: “No, we have sheltered in the territory of the Jagged 

Brothers Alliance, which is already taking advantage of others. How can we have any other non-

considerations for the Jagged Brothers Alliance? No, absolutely No. “ 

 

Li Chenggong did not expect that He Peng responded so fiercely, saying, “Brother, we have more than 3 

million people. It is not easy to gather so many people. Over time, they have dispersed.” 

 

“That can’t start a war with the Brotherhood of Iron Blood,” He Peng said. 

 



Everyone around was surprised by He Peng’s decision. At this time, Tu Feng sent an invitation message. 

 

“Don’t talk first, Tu Feng will add my friend.” He Peng said. 

 

Li Chenggong and Lu Jian and others looked at He Peng in surprise, and their eyes widened. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1243 - Left group 

  

While they were secretly thinking about how to attack the Iron Brotherhood to seize the fortress, Tu 

Feng suddenly sent a friend invitation, which made everyone here frightened and suspected that 

someone had already joined the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

He Peng was very frightened. Although “top” had told him that he would support his actions, but under 

special conditions, Tu Feng suddenly struck him and caught him off guard. Some did not know what to 

do. 

 

He saw that everyone in the room was silent, bit his teeth, and chose to accept a friend’s application. 

 

System prompt: Tu Feng invites you to join a special space 

 

“You are all waiting here, I will go to a special space to talk with Tu Feng.” He Peng said, his body was 

stiff in place and entered the special space. 

 

The light flashed. 

 

He Peng appeared in an office-like place. Sitting opposite him was Tu Feng who could recognize him at a 

glance, and Lu Yang, the chairman of the Jagged Brothers Alliance that made him scared. 



 

“President Lu Yang and President Tu Feng, why did you and you come to me together and be flattered?” 

He Peng quickly folded his hands and said honestly. 

 

Lu Yang sat on the seat, looked at He Peng with a smile, and patted the table rhythmically with his left 

hand. Some of them guessed correctly. Among the dozens of brothers he called today, there were 

indeed his agents. What Lu Peng said just now, Lu Yang also saw it, which made Lu Yang temporarily 

come to see this He Peng. 

 

“President He, sit down and talk.” Lu Yang said. 

 

He Peng was a little hairy stared at Lu Yang. He shouted and sat down on the chair. He asked awkwardly, 

“Chairman Lu Yang, is there anything wrong with you today?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “President He, no one speaks secretly. Within the jurisdiction of the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood, such a large guild organization is not allowed. You make a decision by 

yourself, and you leave , Or dissolve this organization. “ 

 

He Peng stunned, he did not expect Lu Yang to be so strong when he came up, he said anxiously, 

“Chairman Lu Yang, we have no intention to fight against you, we just want to ensure our own safety.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “I’m not discussing with you, but telling you exactly what I mean. You only 

have one day to prepare. Either take someone away today or I’ll send someone to break you up. “ 

 

“You …” He Peng panicked and said in shock: “President Lu Yang, how could this, this, this be like this, 

you, you are not that kind of person.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “What kind of person am I? It’s kind of stupid, right? Waiting for you more than 3 million 

people are all equipped with level 140 dark gold equipment. When I fight with the Group of Eight, let 

you sneak attack on the people in my stronghold. ?” 

 

If He Peng is struck by lightning, he can be sure that there must be a traitor inside him, but this traitor, 

he cannot determine who it is. 



 

“President Lu Yang, listen to me …” He Peng explained quickly, but was stopped by Lu Yang’s hand, 

saying, “That’s all for today’s conversation, President He, I look forward to your choice.” 

 

The light flashed. 

 

Lu Yang and Tu Feng disappeared at the same time. 

 

[World Channel] Lu Yang: The scattered group players in the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, I hope you take 

the initiative to leave this organization. The Brotherhood of Iron Blood will never allow a 3 million guild 

organization to appear in your jurisdiction. I have no intention to do anything to you. However, there are 

threats from the G8 outside, and more than 3 million of you inside, I have to guard against it. 

 

I will give you one day to choose. If you quit, you are still ordinary players. You can still upgrade within 

the territory of Jagged Brothers. If you choose to upgrade the place, please leave the scope of Jagged 

Brothers, and I will open up The gates of Tiger Mouth Fortress and Sky Sword Fortress, let you go to 

other areas. 

 

He Peng just exited the special space and returned to his body. Before he could react to Lu Yang, he saw 

Lu Yang’s speech on the World Channel. 

 

“This is not a way to keep us alive.” He Peng cried. 

 

Tang Yuan and Lu Jian beside him looked at He Peng in surprise. 

 

“Boss, what is going on, what did you say to Lu Yang?” 

 

“What the **** happened, don’t cry, let’s talk first.” 

 

… 

 



Several brothers hurriedly asked, and where did He Peng dare to say what he was saying, how could he 

know who was a traitor, he could only tell Lu Yang’s original words. 

 

“Lu Yang, the bastard, even dared to force us to leave, which is the opposite, and I will do it with him.” Li 

Sanli successfully scolded. 

 

Lao Liu Kong Qing cursed: “Yeah, fight with them, we are not afraid of anyone scattered.” 

 

“Yes, do with him.” 

 

“Fighting, let’s contact the G8 and fight Lu Yang together.” 

 

… 

 

The crowd was excited. 

 

He Peng was calm and abnormal. He knew very well that the Group of Eight would not drain this muddy 

water. They were making troubles in the tiger mouth fortress and the sky sword fortress. In this region, 

how long does it take? For the time being, just that the Jagged Brotherhood is now in possession of a 

large amount of 140 dark gold equipment, and the Group of Eight will not participate in the war. 

 

Even if the Group of Eight countries took part in the war, the Iron Blood Brothers Alliance has operated 

in the Northeast region for so many years and Lu Yang’s personal reputation, the scattered players may 

not be willing to follow them and the Iron Blood Brothers Alliance. 

 

After all, the Brotherhood of Brotherhood is strictly forbidden by all members of the guild to bully 

scattered people. They alone fight against Brotherhood of Brotherhood. Except for speculators and a 

small number of hot heads, at least half of them will not participate. 

 

There are more than 10 million people in the Iron Brotherhood who can participate in the battle. If the 

two sides fight, the investors will sell them after the first war. After two battles, the hot head will exit 

the guild and hide in the city. Only his bare commander and a small number of loyalty remain, and the 



final result is that he can only get out of the war in the New World, which he absolutely does not want 

to see. 

 

He Peng gritted his teeth and cried, “Brothers, if you respect me as the boss, listen to me.” 

 

Lu Jian shouted: “Of course I listened to you. Nianju activities without you, we are not necessarily 

bullied. Whoever does not listen to you, I killed him first.” 

 

Tang Yuan said: “Boss, you can just say how to listen to you.” 

 

“Yes, listen to you.” 

 

… 

 

He Peng looked at the dozens of people around him who were willing to listen to him, and said, “Since 

everyone is willing to listen to me, then listen to my order and gather people who are willing to follow 

us. We leave the Iron Brotherhood. Area, to the independent portal outside. “ 

 

“Independent portal?” 

 

“Independent portal?” 

 

… 

 

None of the people present thought that He Peng’s idea was not to fight, but to run away. Lu Jian said 

fiercely, “Boss, why not fight.” 

 

He Peng stared at him coldly and said, “If Brother Lu Jian is unwilling to follow me, he can leave on his 

own.” 

 

“I …” Lu Jian sat back silently and stopped talking. 



 

Tang Yuan and Kong Qing and others looked at each other and both nodded. 

 

“Okay, we will leave now, and everyone will gather players willing to follow us.” He Peng said firmly. 

 

“Hey, I’m going to gather people here, really, brothers, hey.” Lu Jian angrily gathered his players. 

 

In his opinion, the fierce fighting by the Nianbei activity is still unchanged. As long as he orders, there 

must be countless people to follow him to attack the Iron Brotherhood, but when he greets the player, 

he is dumbfounded instantly . 

 

“Why, how can you just be this kind of person?” Lu Jian looked at the players gathered around him in 

shock, as a 100,000 army commander, there were only more than 50,000 people coming to him. 

 

“What about those people? What about those people?” Lu Jian’s voice was loud. 

 

A small captain who ran out of everyone said dejectedly: “As soon as I heard the words of Lu Yang, the 

chairman of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, everyone under me ran away.” 

 

In order to show that they are scattered groups, unlike those super guilds, the scattered groups did not 

add players to the guild on a large scale. All of them were chatting in groups and launching battles. 

 

The advantage of this is that the scattered group is a pure group, and the disadvantage is that how can 

the scattered group work hard for others without any benefits? 

 

Lu Jian finished the team, pulled his head back to He Peng, and said quietly, “Boss, I am back, the team is 

complete.” 

 

He Peng looked at Lu Jian with a smile and asked, “How many people have gathered?” 

 

“More than 50,000.” Lu Jian said for a long while. 



 

He Peng sighed and said with a smile: “Brother, now I know why I don’t want to fight against the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

“Maybe there are more of them.” Lu Jian’s voice not convinced was getting weaker. 

 

He Peng shook his head Not long after, Tang Yuan, Kong Qing and others rushed back and reported the 

numbers of the players. After statistics, only 1.5 million people were willing to follow them. 

 

“Oh, before you leave, you’re half off. After going out, there aren’t necessarily many people left.” He 

Peng said with a mockery. 

 

A large part of the remaining people are speculators who want to become officials. They find a sense of 

existence in the group, and leave the group, they are just a group of ordinary people. 

 

“Boss, we should ask the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood to open the transmission channel and let us 

teleport to Tianji City.” Tang Yuan said. 

 

He Peng shook his head and said, “Brothers, do n’t have this illusion. It costs 5 gold coins to transfer 

from the picking star city to the heavenly city. We are a scatter group. I ’m afraid it ’s such an order. 

Now. “ 

 

The fair pricing given by Lu Yang, the transmission price between the fortress and the fortress is 1 gold 

coin, which is very authentic. If it runs normally, it will take 3 hours. Tianji City and Zixing City are 

separated by 4 main cities. 5 gold coins is equal to 1500 yuan, who would be willing to pay so much for 

the guild. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1244 - 4 party cloud movement 



  

“Then we let them to us for free, we can’t bully people like this, force us to leave, and let us leave on 

foot.” Kong Qing cursed. 

 

He Peng shook his head and said, “Lu Yang won’t take care of us. Let’s go. The rest are the essence. This 

is also a test for us. Besides, there are players in India. Wait for us to come together. , Still strong. “ 

 

Kong Qing and others had no choice but to order their followers to leave with them. More than 1.5 

million people returned from the wild area of Xingcheng to the official 100-level road, first going to Jiuse 

City and then to Tiger Mouth. 

 

“Brothers, let’s go in order to get rid of people.” 

 

“In order not to be bullied, we go.” 

 

… 

 

The slogan of Kong Qing and others can be very deceptive. Players with hot heads are annoyed by the 

behavior of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, and they are closely following the army. 

 

The three-hour riding distance from Jiusei City to Zixing City, the team ran for three hours outside Jiosei 

City. Instead of heading to the city, they turned around and ran to the Tiger Fort. 

 

It takes 4 hours to travel from Jiusicheng to the tiger’s mouth. On this way, He Peng kept bewitching the 

players, and speculators were also constantly inspiring morale. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Lu Yang took hundreds of thousands of people to sit in town, not because he wanted to sit in town, but 

because he needed to show a look to the Group of Eight and Steige. He didn’t have time to plan them 

now, but to settle the scattered groups. 

 



“The human heart is good enough,” said bitter love half-life standing beside Lu Yang, who was 

surrounded by guards and belonged to his army, which Lu Yang requested. 

 

Bai Hu and others are also here. All the players who are playing a copy of the Iron Brother Brothers 

League are required to be ready to fight at any time. Once He Peng dares to take people to attack the 

tiger fortress, Lu Yang destroys them immediately. 

 

Under the city. 

 

He Peng looked at the players waiting on the city’s head. He had no expression on his face and waved at 

Landing Yang, but he was secretly sighing: Lu Yang really didn’t give him any chance. 

 

He didn’t think about capturing the tiger fortress or the Tianjian fortress, but when the Tianjian fortress 

passed by, he was afraid that Lu Yang would destroy him and would not give him the way to go there, 

because it was too obvious. But the tiger mouth fortress, Lu Yang sent so many elites waiting here, made 

it clear that he was not given a chance. 

 

In desperation, He Peng could only take people out of the tiger mouth to the next main city, Tongtian 

City, but now it was late, He Peng chose to leave everyone in the village only 2 hours away from the 

tiger mouth fortress. Take a rest. 

 

Dozens of villages around were instantly filled with scattered groups of players, and the nearest village 

was only one and a half hours away from the tiger mouth fortress. 

 

“Boss, do you want to attack the tiger mouth fortress in the middle of the night?” Lu Jian said secretly to 

He Peng while everyone was resting. 

 

He Peng quickly asked Lu Jian to shut up, took him aside and asked, “How do you know?” 

 

Lu Jian said with a smile: “How long have we been working together, do you think I don’t know?” 

 

He Peng still believed in Lu Jian. The two were brothers before. He said, “I had this idea. I also contacted 

the G8 while I was on the road. How can I sneak attack on the Tiger Fortress this time? They will 



immediately send their air combat forces to the fortress, and then they will build a sentry tower to 

quickly transport the forbidden mage, and then they will send personnel to attack Luyang outside the 

tiger mouth fortress and Luyang outside the tiger mouth fort The forces strangled clean. “ 

 

With his eyes brightened, Lu Jian said, “Tiger Mouth Fortress is easy to defend and difficult to attack. 

With the help of the G8, we are likely to keep it.” 

 

“It depends on the defensive strength of the Jagged Brothers League tonight. As long as I have a chance, 

I will kill him.” He Peng said with gritted teeth. 

 

On the way, he was also reflecting on whether he was too cowardly. If the G8 was really willing to help, 

he wouldn’t mind fighting once, because once tonight, how many people would be willing to follow him 

tomorrow morning. Not necessarily. 

 

After one night, the head is hot, and the speculators will recognize the reality. Now that he knows Lu 

Yang’s intentions, he can only sigh. 

 

Tiger mouth fortress. 

 

Lu Yang stood at the top of the cliffs on both sides, looking at the continuous lamp camps outside, and 

said to the white lion around him, “He Peng should take it easy now, I’m afraid we’ll hit us tonight.” 

 

The White Lion said, “Will I make an illusion to ambush them?” 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and sighed, saying, “At a very unusual time, now it is mainly about playing 

equipment. He Peng is lucky. He ordered players around 130 who are online at night to gather in the 

area around He Peng to upgrade and fight. Remember, do n’t Attack first. “ 

 

The White Lion nodded and sent the order. Soon, a large number of players who went online at night 

gathered in He Peng’s area. Within two hours, there were more than 5 million players between 120 and 

130. Right He Peng and his men formed a surrounding circle. 

 



“Hey, why are there so many iron brothers around us?” Lu Jian said in surprise after returning to He 

Peng after a patrol. 

 

Tang Yuan and Kong Qing were also beside He Peng, and the content of the report was exactly the same. 

 

“Well,” He Peng sighed, looking at the summit of Tiger Fortress in the distance, and said, “It really is a 

great guild. It is so powerful that we can gather so many people in one sentence. We are still too weak.” 

 

“So tonight?” Tang Yuan asked. 

 

He Peng said, “Tell my brothers, go offline and go to bed tomorrow.” 

 

Tang Yuan and Kong Qing and others were helpless. Around 5 million people gathered around them. 

They had no chance at all and had to choose to rest offline. 

 

On the cliff on the right side of the tiger mouth fortress, Lu Yang looked at the crystal lamp that was 

gradually extinguishing, and sent a message to Mu Yi and Jin Buhua, asking, “How many gold jewelry and 

dark anti-drugs are there?” 

 

Mu Yi said: “180,000 in the physics department and 60,000 in the magic department.” 

 

Jin Buhuan said, “Dark anti-drug 100,000 bottles.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Tell my brothers, sleep less these days and I will give you three times the 

overtime pay.” 

 

“Hey, there is this sentence from you, these guys don’t bring sleep.” Jin Buhuan said. 

 

Mu Yi said, “Yes.” 

 



The life occupation of the Jagged Brothers League uses piece-rate wages. One overtime is counted as 

three. After hearing the order, thousands of people struggled vigorously. 

 

Lu Yang said to a group of vice-chairmen around him: “According to the original plan, everyone except 

the duty will go to rest. Once there is something, immediately go online to support.” 

 

“Yes.” Half-life bitter love and Zhou Tianming and others quit the game. 

 

Lu Yang and Zhuojiu, White Lion and Tianyao stayed. Zhuojiu stayed at Tianjian Fortress for ten 

thousand years. Although there is no news from Steige and Liu Jie, they still cannot relax. 

 

In fact, He Peng not only contacted the G8, but also Steige and Liu Jie, especially after He Peng and the 

G8 had already contacted, he told Steige and Liu Jie things, which led to two parties All have become 

interested in this plan. 

 

Even if they didn’t take the initiative to help He Peng, He Peng and Lu Yang fought. Once there was a 

chance, Steiger and Liu Jie wouldn’t mind breaking into the Sky Sword Fortress, leaving more than 20 

main cities of Lu Yang exposed to their attack range Inside. 

 

“Is there any news?” Liu Jie and Steige were sitting in a special space and chatting, beside them were 

their respective vice presidents and their generals. 

 

Steiger sighed and said, “Let’s not try to sneak in unless we attack hard.” 

 

Liu Jie frowned and asked, “Zhuo Jiu went to guard the Tianjian Fortress again?” 

 

Steiger nodded helplessly and said, “I really don’t know what Lu Yang thinks. He won’t go to war with 

such a general, but he stayed at the Tianjian Fortress and came back to defend if something happened. “ 

 

Liu Jie smiled helplessly and said, “It looks like we need to think of a way to defeat the muddy wine. It 

can be determined that Lu Yang has not reduced our defense, but it is just a trace.” 

 



“Have you ever tried to buy him, or buy his men?” Steiger asked. He had no money, but Liu Jie had 

money. He attacked Saudi Arabia’s Cadafi and North African players several times in a row. He had 

already caught ten. Hundreds of millions of dollars. 

 

The dead grass said: “It is impossible to buy through. Lu Yang has gathered all important players into his 

studio, and Zhuojiu owns 1% of the equity of the Jagged Brothers League, and his players also earn an 

annual salary. No one will destroy it for this. “ 

 

Liu Jie thought, unless Huang Xiang, the stupid, spent almost a year in the studio of the Iron 

Brotherhood, no useful news could come back. 

 

Steiger shrugged his shoulders and said, “Let’s go today, let’s not waste time.” 

 

Liu Jie nodded and voluntarily exited the special space. 

 

Steiger also left. 

 

… 

 

The Tianjian Fortress crisis is lifted But within the Tianjian Fortress, players who belong to the muddy 

wine do not think so. In their view, these people can only wait here and do nothing, but have no chance. 

Participate in the war. 

 

“Boss, can you apply for it, you can transfer a legion in the past.” Vulcan M16 said. 

 

Unable to remain unmoved, Zhuoju sat down with his eyes closed and said, “Our mission is to keep the 

Skysword Fortress. Don’t think about other things, go on a patrol.” 

 

Vulcan and Yeyue listen to the wind helplessly, they can only take the team to patrol outside the city, 

but patrolling for a long time did not find an enemy. 

 



After Zhuoju heard the news, it was confirmed that the enemy would not attack. Just when Stege and 

Liu Jie communicated, Tu Feng’s men had returned the news, confirming the unusual behavior of Stege’s 

guild. 

 

Now it is confirmed that there is no problem, and Zhuojiu was relieved. He sent a message to Lu 

Yanghui: “Germany and Liu Jie were not prepared to attack, no spies were found outside the city, and 

there was no new enemy outside the fortress.” 

 

Lu Yang said with satisfaction: “Very good, now it depends on He Peng’s own plan. If he wants to die, 

then I will complete him.” 

 

Chapter 1245 - Black Iron Battlehawk Bloodline 

  

The foundation of a guild based in a region is its reputation. Lu Yang’s biggest reputation is that casual 

players start their business and have the best attitude towards casual people. This is why he can attract 

so many casual people to stay in his area. 

 

Otherwise, He Peng and his 1.5 million people, Lu Yang could kill them dozens of times this night, but 

now he can only wait to watch them here. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t sleep, and He Peng also didn’t sleep. He watched the situation of the Jagged Brothers 

Alliance for one night, for fear that his village’s safe area was slaughtered by Jagged Brothers, causing 

him and his equipment to be exploded. 

 

Compared with other guilds, the biggest disadvantage of scattered groups is that they do not have 

emergency equipment. Take the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood as an example. If you are wearing 130-

level equipment to fight, Lu Yang can replace all two guild players with two sets of equipment. 

 

He Peng took thousands of men to sit at the entrance to the village, and waited until Tianming, seeing 

that the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood did not launch an offensive, then rested. 

 

It’s 10 o’clock in the morning. 

 



He Peng awoke Lu Jian and others around him and said, “Should all be online, and ask everyone to 

gather, and we will go.” 

 

Lu Jian, Kong Qing, and others went to summon their own men, but they could convene a circle, and 

several legionnaires were stunned. 

 

“Why, this, this …” Lu Jian watched assembling the personnel, lowered his head and returned to He 

Peng, and said depressedly, “Boss, I am back.” 

 

He Peng looked at Lu Jian and knew that there was a problem. He asked, “How many people have 

gathered?” 

 

Lu Jian said: “More than 10,000 points.” 

 

“What?” He Peng’s face was iron-blue. As his team of sharp swords, Lu Jian’s army of 100,000 had only 

10,000 men left. 

 

“Why are there so few? Isn’t it online?” He Peng asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Jian looked at the time and said, “Boss, there are only such people.” 

 

Not long after, Kong Qing, Tang Yuan and others returned, and their number of players also decreased a 

lot, but after the summary, there are still about 1 million people left. 

 

Most of the people left were ordinary casual people. Most of the elites and players with special 

bloodlines chose to stay in the Iron Brotherhood. He Peng found this problem, but also took care of the 

elites who had to go online and ran with the remaining people. Already. 

 

From morning to night, He Peng ran out of Tianji City with people and settled in a village at the junction 

of Luyang and Turkey. 

 



Seeing that they had indeed left, Lu Yang stopped talking about He Peng and turned back to make up for 

it. On the other hand, the major guilds found that they had no chance and they all settled down, but no 

one knows that Millions of people have already invested in the replicas to play equipment, and Mu Yi 

and Jin Buhuan are also stepping up the production of dark resistance potions and gold jewelry. 

 

After a busy day, Lu Yang woke up early the next morning and sent a message to Jin Buhuan, asking, 

“How much is the dark anti-drug?” 

 

“300,000 bottles,” Jin Buhuan said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “All were sent to the headquarters of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood.” 

 

“Yes.” Jin Buchang immediately ordered his players to send potions. On the other side, Lu Yang ordered 

Mu Yi to send 10,000 sets of physics accessories to the headquarters of the Brotherhood of the Iron 

Blood, and gave them to the white wolf waiting there and his 1 Wan Can Ying Army. 

 

The 10,000 Remnant Army under the White Wolf is a divine warrior with two-handed swords. In order 

to equip them with equipment, it took Lu Yang a lot of effort, but fortunately, it was provided by the 

major legions. Make it up. 

 

Not only was the equipment, the first batch of enchanted physics enchantments and cooking were also 

handed over to the Shadow Army of the White Wolf, and even the remaining 10 pieces of gems in the 

warehouse were given priority to them, which made White Wolf flattered. . 

 

You know, before this kind of items were given to the crazy wolf legion, this time did not even get the 

crazy wolf legion, they were divided into their hands. 

 

In the underground training ground of the guild hall, the 10,000 residual shadow army were discussing 

with each other excitedly. The white wolf saw Lu Yang coming with muddy wine, De Bu taste corpse and 

Shen Yiyi, and greeted him excitedly, and asked: “Boss, where are we going today? Are there any 

important tasks?” 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “Everything is complete.” 

 



“Qi, it’s cool this time, the brothers are armed to their teeth.” White Wolf said. 

 

Lu Yang said: “This is not enough, Yiyi, Zhuojiu, Xiaode, get up.” 

 

“Holy Warframe” 

 

“Astrological Faith” 

 

“Guardian of the Swarm” 

 

The white wolf shouted, “The tyrant’s war will.” 

 

Raised 200,000 armor, 10% of all attributes, 2000 points of all attributes, and 200,000 physical attacks 

for the team. 

 

“Boss, where are you going to take these 10,000 people, the pastor doesn’t want to?” Asked Zhuzhuo. 

 

Lu Yang deliberately sold a key and said, “You will know when you go. The whole army will go to the city 

of the Black Cross with me, and everyone will exchange money at Dongchengmen.” 

 

The people such as Zhuojiu and Bailang nodded, and saw Lu Yang leave using a teleportation scroll. The 

two flew back to the Black Cross City with the team, gathered outside the wall outside Dongcheng Gate, 

and ran eastwards along the way to 140 Level map of Black Eagle Ridge. 

 

System prompt: You found Black Eagle Ridge 

 

The white wolf looks around. Black Eagle Ridge is a barren black dwarf mountain. The grasslands on the 

mountain are black. There are no trees and only black grass. In the sky, there are many black eagles 

hovering in the sky, as if looking for prey. 

 

Dark Iron Battle Eagle 



 

Level: 140 

 

Qi and blood: 30000000/30000000 

 

“What kind of eagle is this? The average monster has as much blood as the elite?” White Wolf asked 

curiously. 

 

“There is a problem,” said Zhuzhuo. 

 

Lu Yang said: “These eagles are called black iron eagles. Once someone enters their attack range, there 

will be five or six eagles attacking. Their own attack power is very low, but the shadow attack is more 

than 300,000. This is why I want to Give you the reason for the Dark Resistance Flask, and they are 

magically immune and the mage has no effect on them. “ 

 

The official damage data of the Black Iron Warhawk is 100,000 attack power and 250,000 shadow 

damage. Based on the physical defense of the Shadow Army at this stage, the damage data of 100,000 

damage cannot be obtained at all. Only shadow damage is more difficult, but there is shadow butterfly 

dance. With a formula that resists 200,000 shadow damage, the Black Iron Warhawk can only destroy 

50,000 HP of the Shadow Warrior, even if there are several siege. 

 

After listening to Lu Yang’s explanation, the white wolf nodded clearly, he said with a smile: “I’ll try it 

first.” 

 

He took a few steps forward, and came under the circling position of ten eagles. The scream of eagles 

sounded, and ten eagles swooped down in front of the white wolves. The whole body was glowing with 

black light, pecking at the white wolves’ body. 

 

The white wolf just waved the two big swords in front of an eagle in front of him, but it was just cut. 

Suddenly, his body appeared three black afterimages in succession, hitting the eagle’s body one after 

the other, just got 10 The eagle’s blood loss was instantly full, and the eagle’s health dropped by a large 

amount. 

 



The white wolf found the problem. As long as he aimed at a target, the afterimage trigger would attack 

the target. The more times he was attacked, the greater the chance of triggering. Like 10 monsters 

attacking him at the same time, his trigger chance was 100%. , Will trigger 3 afterimages every second. 

 

“Haha, this is so cool. I normally attack for 3 seconds, and now I hit 3 times in 1 second, happy.” White 

Wolf said excitedly. 

 

The rest of the shadow warriors followed the white wolf curiously, and all of a sudden, countless eagles 

emerged from the clouds, black and black, like black clouds. 

 

Afterimage Warriors were a little scared at the beginning, but when they found that triggering 

Afterimages could return unlimited blood, they were no longer worried. 

 

“Haha, it’s so much fun to play, this output is so refreshing.” 

 

“I feel like I’m invincible. With such an output, who can kill me.” 

 

“The buddies must rush into the enemy camp next time, and they will never come out without killing 

them.” 

 

… 

 

The bigger the afterimage warrior, the more excited. 

 

Lu Yang laughed aloud and shouted, “If you drop an eagle egg, keep it all. I’m useful.” 

 

“Boss, then.” White Wolf picked up an eagle egg and threw it to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang reached out to catch it, looked at the eagle egg, nodded with satisfaction and said, “That’s it.” 

 



De Wu tasted the corpse and recognized that it was the same thing as the Phoenix Egg. He asked 

excitedly: “Boss, is this for our Druid transformation?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and shared the eagle egg to everyone. 

 

Black Iron Eagle Egg 

 

Description: The druid eats this egg and becomes a black iron eagle. 

 

“Is there anything special?” Shen Yiyi asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Just like the druids transformed into bears and their blood increased, they became black 

iron war eagles, and their physical attack power increased by three times.” 

 

“So high.” Shen Yiyi asked in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang said: “However, the Black Iron Battle Eagle can only attack the air, and does not have the ability 

to attack the ground. Eagles’ defense is reduced by 30% and their health is reduced by 50%. “ 

 

De Bu tasted the corpse scratching his head, some reluctantly said, “It is really a strange bloodline, boss, 

shall I ask those 10,000 brothers to come to study?” 

 

Among the 100,000 people who came, 10,000 were druids. Among them were the 500 phoenixes and 

3,000 melt bomb crows, and the rest were regular druids. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Waiting for eggs You tell your brothers to be ready.” 

 

The air combat druid is the most important combat component on the battlefield in the future. It is also 

a legion urgently needed by Lu Yang at this stage. It is an important force to deal with the Angel Army of 

Mexico’s Gelga. 

 



“Yes.” Germany did not taste the corpse and sent a message to his druid players. 

 

From day to night, Lu Yang beat a total of more than 10,000 eggs, killing all the eagles here. I want to 

brush them out in the future. There will be no such a large eagle group today. I want to burst out eagle 

eggs difficult. 

 

A group of people followed Lu Yang to the city of flying fire. In the guild hall in the city, Lu Yang handed 

over the blood of the eagle to the 10,000 druids brought by Debu Taste. 

 

“Boss, is there any copy of this bloodline?” He asked upset. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m about to say this, yes, this bloodline can be a copy of jewelry, or dark gold, 

are you interested?” 

 

“Yes!” Everyone said excitedly, Zhengchou did not have dark gold jewelry, this is it. 

 

Chapter 1246 - Chaos New World 

  

A copy of Dark Gold jewelry is called Three-Headed Dragon City. 

 

Three-Headed Dragon City, a 140-level map area outside of Dragon City, is the official history of this 

world’s habitat for giant dragons. 

 

The alien dragons, also known as the dragons of the new world, are one of the most supreme masters of 

this world. The lowest alien dragons will only appear at level 140, or in the copy. 

 

Early the next morning. 

 

Lu Yang gathered a hundred men’s regiment, including 1 defense, 10 healing and 88 air combat druids, 

and took them to the level 140 map of the Rhodes cave outside the dragon city. 

 



The cave of Karl Rhodes is a huge dragon cave. Only when you penetrate the deepest level of the dragon 

cave can you see the copy portal. 

 

Lu Yang took the dead body and they entered the portal, a flash of light passed, and everyone found 

that they appeared on a huge bluestone platform. 

 

System prompt: you found Dragon Nest 

 

The bluestone platform itself is on a very high mountaintop. The mountaintop is flat and about 100 

meters wide from left to right. Looking along the bluestone pavement in front, you can see a higher 

platform in the distance. , There is a three-headed dragon dozing. 

 

“Roar ~!” Long Xiao sounded. 

 

Everyone looked up, and a dozen three-headed dragons with a diameter of about 30 meters flew over. 

 

Three-headed dragon drake (elite) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Qi and blood: 1000000000/1000000000 

 

Lu Yang said, “Xiao Liang is strange.” 

 

“Okay.” Xiao Liang dropped the lower armour and ran to the front. 

 

Twelve three-headed dragons saw Xiao Liang rushing over quickly, stopped at a height of 20 meters in 

front of Xiao Liang, and gathered in a circle to spray the golden dragon breath around Xiao Liang. 

 

“Law of Light · Ease” 



 

“Law of Light · Ease” 

 

… 

 

Shen Yiyi took 10 priests to release damage reduction skills, Xiao Liang’s attack was reduced by 50%, and 

easily resisted the attack of 12 three-headed dragons. 

 

Lu Yang saw that the hatred had stabilized, and said to become upset, “The Black Iron Hawk attacked 

and killed them.” 

 

“Boss, just look at us.” He became upset and laughed and jumped into the sky and shouted, 

“Transform.” 

 

A black line emerged from his body, quickly turning into a shiny black iron warfare eagle, fluttered and 

became upset and stopped in the air. Similarly, the remaining 87 druids also became black iron warfare . 

 

“Brothers, it’s time for our performance, don’t let down the boss, rush.” Become upset that the first 

rushed forward and pecked on the heads of the three young dragons. 

 

“7623966” (Critical) 

 

“3811983” 

 

… 

 

Each attack has a minimum of more than 3.8 million damage, and crit hits more than 7 million damage. 

Even if the three young dragons have 1 billion health, each young dragon cannot hold for 3 seconds. 

 

Xiao Liang looked at the battle in the sky and said in a stun, “This attack is too explosive, how can it be so 

high.” 



 

Lu Yang walked to Xiao Liang and said, “The Warhawk formation tripled their physical attacks. That’s 

good.” 

 

“It’s amazing.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

In just 20 seconds, the battle in the sky ended, and all 12 young dragons were killed. 

 

“Boss, let’s be great, haha.” He said upset and excited. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Yes, give you a task to attack the three-headed dragons freely. First, you must kill them. 

Second, you are not allowed to die.” 

 

“Ah ~!” Became upset and dumbfounded, he had never fought this way before, and asked, “Boss, can 

we do it?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The Group of Eight has an air combat corps named Archangel, which is half the size of the 

three-headed dragon. In future battles, they are your enemies. From now on, you will use the three-

headed dragon to train. Your air combat capabilities, if we have a war with the G8 in the future, you 

must destroy their air combat corps. “ 

 

“Yes, the boss can rest assured that he can complete the task.” He became upset and followed Lu Yang 

for nearly 2 years, immediately knew Lu Yang’s inner thoughts, and shouted excitedly: “Brothers, from 

now on, give me the courage to work hard Come, a group of 4 people will single out the three-headed 

dragon drake. No matter what method you use, you are not allowed to kill the young dragon. “ 

 

The 88 druids quickly split into 22 teams, each looking for a three-headed dragon drake to attack. 

 

Lu Yang sat and watched, and he said to the Shen Yiyi beside him: “Whoever is dead will be resurrected 

immediately. Today we will stare here and train these 88 druids.” 

 



Training these 88 people is equivalent to training 8,800 people. As for the other 1200 people, half need 

to be transformed into phoenixes, and half need to be transformed into crows to assist in combat 

remotely. 

 

He found a place, lay down leisurely, made a video call to Karp and asked, “How are the casual players in 

India?” 

 

Karp said: “We are gradually disintegrating, and it is expected that the group will be completely 

dissolved within a few days without threatening you.” 

 

Lu Yang said with satisfaction: “Good job. If you have any questions, contact me in time. If you don’t 

have enough money to build the main city, you can directly find Tu Feng.” 

 

“Yes,” Carp said, bowing. 

 

Lu Yang closed the video call. This is the most leisurely period of his time. The major guilds are working 

hard to improve the level and equipment of players. No one wants to fight. In this case, he has enough 

time to train his men . 

 

“Wait a minute, when all my men are equipped with 140-level dark gold sets, half of you will be well 

equipped.” Lu Yang muttered to himself. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The interphone rang, and Lu Yang took a look, and was surprised to find that it was Alice, a mixed-race 

woman from the Eight Kingdoms, who called her. 

 

“Beauty shopkeeper, what’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Alice’s soft, sweet voice passed into Lu Yang’s ears. “President Lu Yang, do you really speak. Are you 

free, I want to see you.” 

 



“Anything?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Can’t I meet you all right?” Alice asked in a voice full of hints. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I am very busy right now. Steige has been watching me unpleasantly. Liu Jie is 

always looking for opportunities to attack me. The G-8 even wants to hit me. I ca n’t wait for anyone 

who is busy. It was divided into ten people. “ 

 

Alice rolled her eyes on the phone and continued to say softly, “If I said that President Alfonso was 

looking for you, would you like to come?” 

 

“Alfonso is looking for me?” Lu Yang was a little surprised. Alfonso of Spain was just below the G8. The 

two had negotiated an alliance, but the beast activity was scattered by scattered players. I did not 

expect Alfonso to be in After the beast activity, he took the initiative to call him. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“Of course it is a good thing.” Alice refused to disclose the contents on the phone. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Well, then I’ll take a trip and wait for me.” 

 

He closed the intercom, and said to Shen Yiyi and Xiao Liang around him, “I’ll go out, you stay here, wait 

for them to finish training, continue to move forward, kill the final lord has a chance to get the recipe, as 

for the play , Ping A will be fine. “ 

 

“Boss rest assured.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded. When Xiao Liang was sitting in the town, he was very relieved. He used the teleport 

token to go to Tianyuan God City. Just after landing, he changed into a camouflage coat and turned into 

an ordinary person. . 

 



This is a hotel that can provide players with an additional 20% single attribute after a break. As for how 

this effect can be achieved, it is Alice’s exclusive secret that only he knows. 

 

Lu Yang did not know how to run a hotel in the last life, but he knew that the secrets of the hotel only 

had a small number of elites to make such a good place. 

 

Do not look at a single increase of 20%. It can play a decisive role in key battles. If my intelligence is 20% 

more than you, under the same conditions, I will kill you first, not you. I. 

 

Lu Yang walked into the hotel, and there was a beautiful Greek girl standing at the door. Her golden hair, 

angel face, and beautiful off-the-shoulder dress made her eyes bright. 

 

“Take me to a private room in the Eight Kingdoms.” Lu Yang told the girl, which was what Alice told him 

and the girl. 

 

The girl nodded with a smile, turned around and led the landing to the next portal. The light flashed. Lu 

Yang appeared in a private room. It was Alice and A sitting at a round table not far in front of him. 

Alfonso. 

 

“President Lu Yang, we finally met again.” Alfonso Haha laughed and walked to Lu Yang and said. 

 

Alice also came over and said, “Look, I didn’t lie to you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “How did the two get so mysterious, what the **** is going on?” 

 

“Sit down and talk.” Alfonso Index landing Yang came to the seat. After sitting down, Alfonso and Alice 

looked at each other, Alfonso said: “President Lu Yang, what do you think of the G8?” 

 

Alice rolled her eyes at Alfonso and said in a sweet voice: “Who doesn’t know that President Lu Yang 

and the Group of Eight are deadly enemies, President Alfonso, you really want to ask more.” 

 

Alfonso shook his head embarrassed and said, “Haha, blame me, blame me.” 



 

Alice glanced at Alfonso charmingly and said to Lu Yang: “President Alfonso and I are looking for you to 

discuss the attack on the Group of Eight together. President Luyang, what do you think?” 

 

Lu Yang did not answer immediately, but looked at Alfonso. His people did an investigation. Alfonso has 

more than 6 million players in his hands. He has now won all the enemies in the eastern mountains and 

can join the battle at any time. 

 

“Before I answer, I would like to ask Alice, why do you want to participate in the war? Or, why did you 

participate in the war?” Lu Yang asked, staring at Alice. 

 

Alice said with a smile: “I guess President Lu Yang will ask this question. I have a personal grudge with 

Galga. This is why I entered the war, and what I can provide to you is to get you 20% for free. Extra 

attributes, you know, this is not a small number! “ 

 

More than a small number, this is a very large number, involving billions of credit points. Taking a break 

at Alice’s hotel requires 1 silver coin. Lu Yang has tens of millions of players. A day’s rest is equivalent to 

Almost 1 billion credits were used. 

 

Alfonso said excitedly: “Brothers, this is a rare opportunity. As long as we both attack at the same time, 

it will certainly make the G8 end to end. In a few days, we can defeat them and seize them. All 

territories. “ 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and said, “It’s impossible. There are more than 100 fortresses owned by the 

Group of Eight. It takes 4 days to run from north to south, and there are tens of millions of combat 

players. We want to win him, very Difficult. “ 

 

Alfonso hesitated, he did not expect Lu Yang to be so pessimistic about the forecast of the war, saying: 

“No, it won’t …” 

 

Alice suddenly coughed and interrupted Alfonso’s words, staring at Luyang Yang, “Chairman Lu Yang, 

you don’t need to test us. We are definitely not spies of the G8. In my capacity as President and Alfonso, 

No need to deal with you with the G8. “ 

 



Lu Yang said: “I have no doubt in this regard.” 

 

Alice smiled and said, “Since this is the case, let’s talk about the specific cooperation. I believe that it is 

not difficult for you to defeat the G8. It is just that you are afraid that the Tianjian Fortress will be 

attacked when you fight. Joining your camp, I believe you can draw half of the people to defend Tianjian 

Fortress, this is a great opportunity for you. “ 

 

Lu Yang laughed. Every word Alice said cut into Lu Yang’s weakness. All his problems were clearly known 

by Alice. 

 

“Well, let me go back and think about it, this war is not easy to fight. Once it starts, it is very difficult to 

end it. I need to discuss it with my brothers.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Alice gestured please, and said, “I’ll wait for President Lu Yang’s reply.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and flew back to the entrance of the replica with the transmission staff. After entering 

the replica, he found that the team had reached the position of the three-headed dragon lord. 

 

Three-Headed Dragon Bora (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 140 

 

Qi and blood: 20000000000/20000000000 

 

Xiao Liang just started to blame, and became upset with the Druid Warhawk Legion swarming up, 

pecking around a three-headed dragon with a length of more than 100 meters. 

 

Each time the three-headed dragon spit out the golden dragon breath, they became upset. They easily 

avoided it. Within 5 minutes, the lord monster was pecked to the ground. 

 

System prompt: You killed the three-headed dragon Pola 

 



Lu Yang flickered to the front and picked up a golden book page, which is the formula of a 140-level 

physics department dark gold ring. He asked, “Did you understand?” 

 

“I see.” He became upset and flew to Lu Yang, and said that he changed back to human form. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Gather all druids, enter this copy and brush the dark gold recipe, and give you 10 days. 

The 10,000 druids must be able to single out a three-headed dragon.” 

 

He became upset for a moment, then nodded and said, “Boss rest assured, I will do it.” 

 

Lu Yang patted his shoulders, left with Xiao Liang, and returned to the guild. He called the turbid wine 

and a group of vice presidents to the conference room and told them what Alice said. 

 

“Alfonso wants to join us in attacking the G8?” Asked bitterly frowned. 

 

Tu Feng said, “Boss, I suggest not to cooperate for the time being.” 

 

“Why?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tu Feng said: “Germany Steiger and French Renault are planning deep cooperation. If the two exchange 

shares, if they can make this business, then we will be an enemy.” 

 

Renault’s special legion firearms team is quite famous. This is an important factor for France to be able 

to stand among Liu Jie, North Africa, Italy, and Germany. The strength of Germany’s Steiger, Lu Yang, has 

witnessed it. There are many German guilds, and now the whole of Germany is such a super guild. 

 

“The combination of the two of them is really uncomfortable, but I have a way to drain Steiger’s funds 

first to make him uncomfortable for a while.” Lu Yang said. 

 

He wanted to sell his shares, and after several months of hard work, Steiger’s Guild eventually merged 

into his company for listing. 

 



Lu Yang said to Sirius: “Sold all of our shares publicly and informed Steiger that an Israeli company 

wanted to buy his shares.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“Haha, boss, you are too bad.” Bitter love said with a laugh for half a lifetime. 

 

If you let the only super guild in Germany fall into the hands of the Jews, the joy will be great. 

 

Lu Yang believes that Steiger will never allow this to happen. If it happens, players in his guild will lose a 

lot. In the face of this problem, he can only grit his teeth to accept Lu Yang’s high stock price. 

 

Eros Hotel. 

 

Alice, Steiger, Renault, and the G8’s Gherga are sitting together. What is unexpected is that Alice is lying 

on Gurga’s shoulders and laughing, while Gelga’s hands are upright Hold on Alice’s waist. 

 

Where is the relationship between the two of them, in fact, the two are not enemies at all, but partners. 

 

Holding Alice’s belly, Alice said, “I’m laughing to death. Lu Yang must be fooled this time. He and Alfonso 

will definitely join forces to attack the G8. By then, the two of you will be able to make a surprise 

victory.” 

 

Gherga snorted and said, “Is Gherga so easy to provoke? He Alfonso didn’t have my consent. He thought 

of a step in the eastern mountains and wanted to join Lu Yang to hit me. It was really death.” 

 

Steiger said: “As long as Lu Yang’s main force is trapped here, I must sneak into the Skysword Fortress.” 

 

Renault raised his glass and said, “I will also give my full assistance and let us kill Lu Yang together.” 

 

“Haha, kill Lu Yang together.” 



 

“Kill him.” 

 

… 

 

Several people raised their glasses together, but when Stege was about to drink a glass of Chinese wine 

he was stunned and stopped. 

 

Renault and others had finished drinking, and seeing that Steige didn’t drink, Alice asked: “President 

Steige, why don’t you drink it.” 

 

Steiger’s face showed anger and cursed: “Damn Lu Yang, this bastard, this **** bastard, I want to kill 

him.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Gelgar asked. 

 

Steiger cursed: “Lu Yang wants to sell my stake in the German Guild to Israelis.” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

“This.” Alice and Gaigar and others all showed helpless and secretly laughing expressions. No way, this is 

really ridiculous. 

 

“This.” Gelgar thought for a while and said, “I suggest that you recover all the shares. Even if you lose 

some money, the guild’s full voice must be in your own hands, and you must not let others participate.” 

 

Steiger sighed and cursed: “I think so too, but Luyang’s **** price is really high.”. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 1247 - Lu Yang declares war 

  

Lu Yang asked Steig for 500 million euros. Compared with the original investment, Steig took money or 

he sold it to Israelis at this price. 

 

“Sorry, I don’t have the ability to attack in the short term. This money has affected me too much,” 

Steiger said. 

 

500 million euros, it takes Steige more than half a year to slow down, which is too significant for him. 

 

Gherga and Renault shrugged their shoulders, saying that they couldn’t help it, and Steiger knew this, 

put down his glass and turned to find Lu Yang. 

 

“Can we fight without one more support?” Geygar asked. 

 

Renault said: “Of course, as long as you fight fiercely enough and force Lu Yang to transfer the players of 

the Sky Sword Fortress to participate in the defense, I will have a way to convince Steige to attack the 

Sky Sword Fortress. After all, this is a hate of 500 million euros. what.” 

 

Alice and Galga nodded in agreement. 

 

“That being the case, let’s discuss our plans to attack Lu Yang,” Gelga said. 

 

… 

 

Soon after the discussions, such as Gerga and Renault, they left. 

 



Alice watched the images transmitted by the two, and her smile gradually became cold. She took out the 

phone and called Liu Jie, and her sweet voice asked: “President Liu Jie, are you interested in coming to 

sit with me?” 

 

“What’s the matter?” Liu Jie asked. 

 

“Good thing,” Alice said. 

 

Liu Jie nodded and answered. Not long after arriving at Alice’s hotel, just after entering the door, Alice 

told Liu that Lu Yang, Alfonso, Gaigar, Steig, Renault and others were about to start a scuffle. Jay. 

 

“Really fake? How did you know such secret information?” Liu Jie asked with a smile, he didn’t believe it. 

 

Alice said with a smile on her face, “I naturally have my channel. Is there any interest in playing Renault, 

Saudi Arabia and North Africa?” 

 

“Of course I have.” Liu Jie dreamed that he would lift the five blockades of the surrounding super 

unions. If this war is real, it would be an excellent opportunity for him. 

 

“Is there any interest in listening to others’ suggestions?” Alice asked with all kinds of emotions. 

 

Although Liu Jie was skeptical, he listened carefully. When he heard Alice’s scheme, he couldn’t help but 

marvel at Alice’s idea. 

 

“I hope we can have more in-depth cooperation in the future.” Liu Jie toasted with a glass of wine and 

turned away, he needs to discuss with his men. 

 

In this way, Alice alone turned the northern part of the New World upside down, and her identity as a 

weak lady boss did not cause the slightest suspicion around her. 

 



A group of top guild leaders, who have millions of players under their command, ordered tens of 

millions of battles on both sides. Such a small boss who opened a hotel in Tianyuan City to increase 

player attributes, a professional seller How did intelligence traffickers get into their eyes. 

 

Alice’s purpose this time is very simple. The top ten pattern of the New World has been born. He wants 

to disrupt this pattern, and at the same time use this event to earn a lot of cash in preparation for her to 

form a new guild in the future. 

 

Tongtian City, inside the city’s main mansion. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t know that the whole thing was Alice’s, and he didn’t know that the chaos was about to 

happen. He was thinking about working with Alfonso to attack the G8. 

 

Winning a G8 is not easy. First of all, in addition to Kerim, Daniel, and the Blood Butcher, the other five 

super guilds not only experienced countless blood battles, but also won every time. The economic 

strength is sufficient. Players have high morale. 

 

“Boss, I suggest that instead of attacking the enemy ’s main city in this war, we will first find a way to 

lead the enemy out and force them to fight against us in the plains. As long as we win three battles, 

there will be problems with their supply of equipment. At that time, we launched a fierce offensive 

again. “Zhuojiu said. 

 

As soon as Lu Yang’s eyes lighted, the idea of muddy wine was insightful, saying, “Yes, as long as we can 

win them three times in a large-scale battle, it will be difficult for this group of enemies to do anything 

more.” 

 

“But the enemy is too far away from us, and they have launched so many people into the battle. It is not 

suitable to use ambush or sneak attacks,” Liang Yun said. 

 

Since the last war between Lu Yang and the Group of Eight, the Group of Eight did not want to have a 

fierce conflict with Lu Yang, and took the initiative to retreat, destroying four fortresses, and rebuilding 

the Soul, Waterfall, and The five main cities of diamonds, golden roses and crescent moon are far from 

the four main cities of Luyang. 

 



In the middle area on both sides, even if the player rides a horse, it takes 9 hours to run, just like the Chu 

River and Han World. 

 

The turbid wine pointed to the large plain in the middle of the middle zone and said, “This is the Qingling 

Plain. I recommend fighting with the enemy here.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at the location here, and could not help but think of other things. This plain was also a 

famous battlefield in the last life. At that time, the two sides fought with two super guilds. 

 

When the two sides were at war, one side suddenly emerged from behind the enemy, hitting the 

opponent by surprise and winning the war. 

 

As for how it appeared behind the other party, it seemed to be because there were a few secret tunnels 

there, he recalled, pointing at Qingling Plain and saying, “Just play here, and after a week, the entire 

studio will shut down everything from today. Communication facilities, no one is allowed to contact the 

outside world to prepare for war. “ 

 

“Yes,” said Zhujiu and the White Lion in unison. 

 

Just as Lu Yang was ready to continue his assignments, the door of the meeting room was pushed open, 

and Grant ran in excitedly. 

 

“President Lu Yang, I’ll tell you the good news. I studied the method of making secondary injunctions 

and injunctions.” Grant said with a laugh. 

 

Lu Yang and Zhuo Jiu looked at each other with smiles on their faces. 

 

“Good job, tell me what materials I need.” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Grant said: “The hearts of the 10 three-headed dragon lords, the eyes of the ice crown tyrant, the skin of 

the neck of the blood bat lord, and a number of 140 rare herbs were easily made.” 

 



Everyone: “…” 

 

Lu Yang said awkwardly: “Dude, it’s not easy for you to do this easily.” 

 

It takes a lot of time to get any of these materials. 

 

Grant Thompson said, “That’s your thing. If you want secondary forbidden spells and forbidden magic 

scrolls, go and get me materials. The success rate of this kind of things is not high. I emptied the 

warehouse. There were 3 secondary injunctions and 1 injunction. “ 

 

Lu Yang covered his face and said silently, “You have emptied the warehouse for six months.” 

 

“Of course, this is the curse of forbidden spells. It would be nice to create them. Besides, you can’t use 

those things there,” Grant said. 

 

“Okay, everyone heard that. Let’s go find materials for Lord Grant now. Everyone can go to each other. 

How many scrolls can be made, it’s all on our own ability.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu and White Lion hurried out in a hurry. 

 

The power of this curse-scrolling scroll is too powerful, especially when the scroll has a scroll with a 

demon heart spell such as Lu Yang, the damage caused in local areas is unprecedented. 

 

Lu Yang himself ran to the Icecrown Citadel and went on to brush the Icecrown Tyrant alone. Here he 

brushed it for 7 days. The players of the Iron Brotherhood also played equipment for 7 days, counting 

the previous 13 days, a total of 20 days. In time, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood equipped 2 million 

players with a full set of 140 dark gold equipment, and 200,000 of them included all gems and 

enchantments. 

 

These include 100,000 mad wolf warriors who are most proud of Lu Yang, 10,000 shadow warriors, 

10,000 ice-based arch mages, 10,000 starbreaker archers, 10,000 archbishop priests, and 10,000 

theocratic knights. The rest For 50,000 people, all of them were given to the forbidden mage. 

 



Lan Yuecheng, the frontline headquarters of the Iron Brotherhood. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the 33 vice-chairmen and said, “Today is Qingming Festival. From today, we officially 

start the war against the G8. I will announce the appointment first, and Zhuojiu will be stationed in Tianji 

City with 1 million people.” 

 

“Yes,” said Zhujiu. 

 

“The White Lion departed from Tianji City, Tianyao started from Wuyue City, bitter love half-life and Xia 

Yuwei started from Lanyue City, and the old man and Liangyun started from Cardinal City. As for me, I 

personally took the Indian Army, the Korean Army and The Nine-Star Alliance Corps ambushed around 

He Peng, and once he had something changed, kill him first. “Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes,” everyone said in unison. 

 

Lu Yang took a sigh of relief and said, “The total number of people we waged this time is set at 7 million. 

While we have a three-day holiday, everyone will work together to defeat the G8.” 

 

For three months, Lu Yang tolerated those enemies everywhere. Now it’s finally time for him to break 

out. With 2 million 140 level gold equipment players, he doesn’t believe that the enemy can beat him. 

 

Besides, it is still on the Qingling Plain. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message to Alfonso in Spain and said, “I’m ready to mobilize here, and I can declare war 

at any time. What’s wrong with you?” 

 

Alfonso laughed and said, “I can declare war at any time here, man, I look forward to your 

performance.” 

 

[World Channel] Lu Yang: From today Iron Brothers declares war on the Group of Eight, and hope that 

irrelevant persons from all parties will not mistakenly enter the middle area between the Brotherhood 

and the Group of Eight. 

 



The original noisy World Channel, at this moment, quietly, except Lu Yang, nothing was seen. The 

players in the early morning net were stunned and looked at this message. Then, Lu Yang swipe the 

screen and purchase 10 messages in a row. Send it out to inform all players. 

 

One stone stirred up a thousand layers of waves, and quieted the World Channel for a full 10 seconds, 

and suddenly broke out a hundred times more personnel news than before. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood declares war on the G8?” 

 

“Haha, I knew that the Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers would definitely hit the G8.” 

 

“Dry, dry, dry.” 

 

“It’s a terrible battle. How many people on both sides have to join the battle. It’s terrifying.” 

 

… 

 

Players talked a lot. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1248 - Battle of Qingling Plain 

  

City of Golden Roses, front command of the G8. 

 

Gelgar was discussing Lu Yang’s affairs with Kerim and others. From the moment Alice learned the news, 

the Group of Eight was preparing for this war. 

 



“Hey, Lu Yang really declared war, the news from the boss Galga is accurate.” Kerim said. 

 

Gelgar said proudly: “He is indeed in the suit. In this case, please brothers to work together, we unite 

Steiger and Renault, and completely eliminate Lu Yang.” 

 

Kerim, Daniel and others have shown happy eyes. If they can succeed, a new continent’s strongest guild 

and a new continent’s strongest confederation will add up the strength of the two. 

 

Renault and Steiger together have more than 5 million people. These more than 5 million people are 

composed of superb German and French players. The G8 staff are very complex, but the fighting power 

is equally powerful. Galga they can gather. Over 10 million players participated in the war. 

 

[World Channel] Galga: I announced that the Group of Eight has accepted Lu Yang’s challenge. Starting 

today, the two officially entered a state of war, endlessly! 

 

The World Channel in question was once again quiet, and then broke out again. 

 

“The G8 accepted it. Haha, one of the two strongest guilds in the new continent was fighting. It was so 

cool.” 

 

“It should be like this, well done.” 

 

“I bet the Jagged Brothers win.” 

 

“I bet the G8.” 

 

“Iron Brotherhood is strong.” 

 

“The G8 is strong.” 

 

… 



 

Players on the World Channel are arguing at this time. 

 

[World Channel] Alfonso: Starting today, the Spanish League of Kings officially declares war on the 

Group of Eight. 

 

“I’m going, another New World’s strongest guild is participating in the war? It’s still helping the 

Brotherhood of Brotherhood. What’s the situation, it’s too scary. The scale of this war is too big.” 

 

“The three together add up to more than 30 million people.” 

 

“terror.” 

 

“look forward to.” 

 

Renault, Gadafi, Tolomi and Steige were sitting together, sneerly watching the speech on the World 

Channel. 

 

“If those people know that the four of us will also participate in the war, I don’t know what they think.” 

Renault said. 

 

Steiger said with a grimace: “I must completely destroy Lu Yang, so that he will never have a chance to 

stand up.” 

 

The 500 million euros have made Steiger still feel the pain. If it was not for the assistance of Tolomit and 

Cadafi in North Africa, Steiger would not be determined to participate in the war. 

 

“We can participate in the battle, but we must be careful of Liu Jie next to him. He must not be attacked 

by him.” Cadafi said. 

 

In several wars, Liu Jie secretly attacked Gadafi, causing him heavy losses. 



 

Toreme is a beautiful woman who said, “I built pyramids around Liu Jie’s main cities. No matter what he 

does, I will know. If he dares to enter the attack range of the pyramid, I do n’t mind learning any more. 

He once. “ 

 

Gadafi and Renault and Gadafi showed a smiling smile. Because of the relationship between Tolomit, 

they finally trapped Liu Jie in the northern region and could not easily come out. 

 

Ptolemy is a well-known female player in Egypt. After taking over the post of her predecessor, she is 

known as a female pharaoh. His hidden occupation is a peculiar occupation in Egypt-building a pyramid. 

 

Pyramid is a building that can launch attacks automatically. Once non-guild players enter the area within 

5000 meters around the pyramid, they will be monitored, and within 1000 meters, they will be attacked 

by the **** eyes at the top of the pyramid. At this stage , Must hit the second, anti-war and anti-riding 

are no exception, and regardless of day and night, as long as the light can add energy. 

 

Cadaffe, Tolomit, Renault and Steig were originally allies. On the issue of treating Liu Jie and the issue of 

the development of the New World, the four of them agreed to form an alliance like the Group of Eight. 

 

At present, the four have been discussing specific details, but they have not yet reached an agreement, 

but this does not involve their existing cooperation. Therefore, after receiving a large amount of 

pyramid blood, Toremi ordered his men to follow Liu Jie’s several main cities. In a kilometer area, a large 

number of pyramids were built to defend. 

 

A team of Liu Jie wanted to sneak attack on Gadafi. After being discovered by the pyramid, all of them 

were destroyed by Gadafi. This is also the first victory that Gadafi achieved after occupying Liu Jie 

fortress. 

 

Qadafi said: “Although there are pyramids, we still have to be careful about Liu Jie. He and his men are 

too cunning. We can’t easily attack.” 

 

“I’m assured that I will not attack unless the G8 and Lu Yang war have entered the fierce heat.” 

 



“Even if battles are fought in the future, each of us will allocate 1 million people to arrange around the 

pyramid and not give Liu Jie any chance.” Renault said. 

 

The three Steige men nodded together. 

 

North New Territories. 

 

Liu Jie was sitting in the conference room, dead grass, such as Yue Taishan and a group of African chiefs 

were discussing the issue of going out. 

 

Liu Jie had to sigh, these chiefs are really a lovely group of laborers. The material demand of many of 

them is smoke, or in this area, tobacco can replace currency and is the most expensive gift. 

 

He still can’t understand why these people only like wearing ordinary clothes, they don’t like watches, 

brands, money and anything of value, they only like cigarettes and alcohol. 

 

The money Liu Jie paid them was hundreds of times less than the benefits he had obtained by hiring 

chiefs to participate in the war. Although he paid less, these people were very belligerent, or the war 

had deepened Up their bone marrow. 

 

“We are going to attack the Pyramid again. In any case, we will not let the Pyramid trap us.” Chieftain 

Knife said. 

 

Knife marks, the chief of a tribe in central Africa. The biggest feature of this tribe is that each person has 

at least 6 knife marks on his face. 

 

This is the tradition of their tribe. It must be owned by everyone, and the time of ownership is 

unthinkable. When they were 4 to 5 years old, their parents carved out their faces with daggers. Road, 

three on the right, and some have a vertical road on the forehead. 

 

Both men and women have such knife marks, so they are called the knife mark tribe, and when the chief 

name is called, he calls himself a knife mark. 

 



Among the many fighting tribes, the Bladescar Tribe is one of the most brave tribes and the most loyal 

to Liu Jie, because Liu Jie gave them sufficient respect-smoke and wine. 

 

“Pyramids are not easy to fight. With our current attack power, trying to break the pyramids will cost 

players heavy losses, which is not in our interests.” Ruo Taishan said. 

 

“Then we let the **** things surround us? Can we not hunt?” Knife scared. 

 

If Yue Taishan looked at Liu Jie, only Liu Jie could make him quiet. 

 

Liu Jie said: “Don’t be impulsive, my brother, believe me, we will soon be out of the encirclement, and 

you will enjoy the fun of hunting again.” 

 

The dead grass smiled and said, “Those pyramids can attack people on the ground, but not people 

underground. I have sent people to dig tunnels. We can attack these pyramids at any time, but not 

now.” 

 

“When was that?” Knife asked. 

 

The dead grass said: “During the decisive battle between Lu Yang and the Group of Eight.” 

 

Liu Jie sighed and said, “Unfortunately, this good opportunity can’t eliminate Lu Yang, he is lucky.” 

 

His purpose was to reap Renault, Cadafi and Tolomit first, and collect enough money to deal with 

uncontrollable things in the future. As for the elimination of Lu Yang, it was not in his interest. Lu Yang’s 

existence would Make him a lot less trouble. 

 

Of course, he didn’t know what Lu Yang was going to kill him. If he knew, he would not miss this 

opportunity. 

 

Lan Yuecheng, the frontline command of the Iron Brotherhood. 

 



Lu Yang still didn’t know his own words, which caused so much chaos. He was arranging his players to go 

to Tianyuan City in batches and get a 30% attribute bonus for free at Alice’s hotel. 

 

“Boss, I feel something wrong.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

“What?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

“I just walked around the city just now, and I found that Alice not only provided us with attribute 

bonuses for free, but also provided G8 attribute bonuses for free.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It is estimated that this woman wants to collect money on both sides in the 

future. When the war ends, I bet he will never be free again, and will increase the price to force me and 

the G8 to buy from him because, If one side doesn’t buy it, the other side’s strength will exceed them by 

30%. “ 

 

“This woman is dark enough,” bitter love said for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang turned his head to Tu Feng and asked, “Is there anything wrong with He Peng and Steig?” 

 

Tu Feng said, “He Peng withdrew today, walking along the 140-level map of the mountain area, 

marching all the way to the hinterland of the G8, and they said hello to the G8. They just wanted to find 

a new place to live. No The idea of getting involved in two wars. “ 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “He is knowledgeable. If he dares to stay here without me, even Galga and 

Kerim will not tolerate him.” 

 

The 700,000 or 800,000 people are not a small force, but also a group of loyal forces, which pose a great 

threat to both sides of the war. 

 

Tu Feng continued: “As for Steig, I suspect that the four of Renault, Cadafi, Tolomi, and Steig have an 

idea of attacking us. I suggest increasing the number of Thunder Mage and Lightning Towers in 

Tianjicheng. “ 

 



The walls of Tianji City are covered with more than 10,000 lightning towers, and 30,000 Mage Thunder 

are sitting there. However, when Reynolds and Steiger attacked, these lightning towers could not last for 

2 days. 

 

“Pay close attention to the movement of the Chieftain’s fortress. If Steig wants to attack me, we must 

hurt him first.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Steiger was short of money, and suffered one or two more failures. He would never get involved in the 

fight again, at least not in a short period of time. 

 

The White Lion came in and said, “Boss, the first batch of 3 million players has already been on the front 

line, and it will take 3 hours to reach the Qingling Plain.” 

 

Soon, Karp, Li Wenxing and others also came over and reported each other. After three hours, the army 

would arrive in the Qingling Plain. 

 

On the other side. 

 

The Group of Eight countries also formally convened players and decided to conduct a decisive battle in 

Qingling Plain and Lu Yang to show their strength as the strongest guild. 

 

The two sides marched at the same time. For a time, the army on both sides was everywhere from the 

city to the plains, and the signs of the war were moving. 

 

Inside the live room. 

 

The commentators from various countries around the world are crazy reporting the detailed data of the 

Group of Eight and the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood to the players, and Dubin is one of them. 

 

“I can’t think of it. The three strongest guilds in the New World came together so quickly. Let me report 

to you the situation of the Group of Eight and the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. Ha, some people want 

to ask me why I don’t say the League of Kings because I bet. They can’t rush into the mountains in the 



east. Gherga’s elite troops deployed there can rely on the terrain to stop Alfonso’s army. “Dubinhaha 

said with a laugh. 

 

No one is optimistic about Alfonso. Similarly, Alfonso is not optimistic about himself. This time he 

participated in the battle is to be a look. As one of the people who conspired with Alice, his war appeal 

was not to rush out of the eastern mountains at all, and It is to weaken his opposition. 

 

Although his guild was dominated by him alone, he was originally a company established in the form of 

a shareholding system. Several of them had a large voice. In order to weaken their power, Alfonso came 

up with this attack on the Eight Kingdoms. Group approach. 

 

“Hey, you fight, fight, I ’m just sitting here watching a show, what a great place in the eastern 

mountains, I earn my money and upgrade my level, you hit you, wait for Lao Tzu 200, and see if you can 

How many levels. “Alfonso laughed. 

 

“Lu Yang, my people are already attacking players in the eastern mountainous region of Galga, and I feel 

that 2 million people are fighting me.” Alfonso sent a message to Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang saw the news with a sneer and didn’t reply. He hadn’t expected Alfonso in this war. The exit 

position in the eastern mountain area was easy to defend. On the one hand, the defender occupied a 

200-meter-high cliff, and the other side needed to climb. Cliff attack, this is just a joke, it is strange to 

win. 

 

If Lu Yang wins the Group of Eight, he doesn’t mind occupying the position of Gelgar, blocking the exit of 

Alfonso, and strangling him in the eastern mountainous area. A guild that does not experience battle, 

the player’s strength is about Equal to nothing. 

 

“Is the Black Iron Battle Eagle Legion ready? You are the protagonists in today’s war.” Lu Yang said that 

he had just received the news that the Angel Legion of Gelga had set off and was heading towards the 

Qingling Plain. 

 

He became upset and said with a smile: “Boss, please look at it, isn’t it the Angel Corps, my brothers and 

I must beat them all down.” 

 



In the sky, no one can add blood to the Black Iron Warhawk, but the angel army can add blood on its 

own, which is why Lu Yang had been upset before they were singled out and they singled out three 

young dragons. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Okay, now that you’re all ready, let’s go with me. Let’s see how strong the enemy is.” 

 

He put on a flying carpet and took the 10,000 black iron war eagles into the clouds. Outside the city of 

Lan Yue, if some media saw this scene, he would be surprised to drop his chin. 

 

The scene of 10,000 black war eagles rushing straight from the city head into the clouds was still very 

spectacular. Above the clouds, Lu Yang led them toward the Qingling Plain. 

 

There is no need to cross the mountains and rivers, and the Battle Eagles flying in the sky, even if the 

marching speed is slow, they still catch up with the large troops that have left for more than 2 hours. 

 

It’s afternoon in the real world. 

 

Lu Yang brought the 10,000 war eagle to the top of the Qingling Plain. What Lu Yang did not expect was 

that Lu Yang was flying and suddenly saw a group of flying angels appearing in front of him. 

 

Nearly 10 million players on both sides of the ground just stood on the two sides of the Qingling Plain, 

and both sides did not start an attack, but the battle in the sky was about to start. 

 

The Angel Corps has a total of 2,000 people. Their head is Laura, a beauty angel. As the facade of the 

Mexican Guild, Laura is known as the first angel and a true beauty angel. 

 

According to the gossip information obtained by Lu Yang, Laura does have the ability, the game strength 

is super, and she is still a big star, but she is Gail’s lover. 

 

“President Lu Yang, we didn’t expect that we would meet here, fortunately.” Laura flew towards Landing 

Yang in excitement. The 2000 angel army behind him also showed an excited look. 

 



This is at a height of 500 meters. Lu Yang cannot escape. If Lu Yang can be killed here, this will have a 

decisive effect on this war. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care about approaching Laura at all. He looked at Laura with interest. In the last life, he 

knew Laura, the famous Mexican goddess, and the first place in the draft model. 

 

Especially on the battlefield in the game at the time, Laura was a goddess-level character also has super 

high strength, ranked third among the top ten beauty in the “Second World” voted by players. Bit of. 

 

I did n’t have a chance to meet in the last life. I did n’t expect to meet in this life. Under such 

circumstances, Lu Yang said to Laura: “Angel Legion, Beauty Angel, it really is a bit interesting.” 

 

The appearance of the blood of the angels is exactly like the real angels, and their height is very special. 

Each person has a height of about 5 meters, and each person holds a 15-meter-long lance. 

 

This is the same profession as the Tauren, but the attack speed of this weapon is many times faster than 

the Tauren. Their attack speed is 1 per second, and they can launch continuous sprints, sprinting 

forward 30 times in a row. , Is completely the profession of the second person. 

 

I became upset and saw that Laura was getting closer to Lu Yang, and came to Lu Yang in the form of a 

black iron war eagle. Laura, who was only 10 meters away, said: “Chick, your opponent is me, don’t read 

it wrong People. “ 

 

Laura’s gaze turned upset and said, “For the first time, my enemy is a dead bird.” 

 

“I wipe, you scold me.” Become upset and angry. 

 

Chapter 1249 - Warhawk Legion Kills Angels 

  

Laura waved the spear in her hand and pointed at becoming upset and cursed: “Get away, you are not 

qualified to fight me.” 

 



Getting upset and speechless, cursing: “Don’t give you some color, do you really think I am a dull bird?” 

 

Lu Yang: “…” 

 

Laura: “…” 

 

Getting upset and speechless, he found himself nervous, and the first time he led the team to fight was 

so humiliating, cursing: “Battle Eagles, give me, seconds of them.” 

 

Laura frowned and looked upset. Just now he had seen it. Lu Yang was only surrounded by hundreds of 

war eagles. She didn’t see anyone else. She looked around. The terrain in the sky was more special than 

the ground. There were white clouds everywhere. Just at this time. 

 

“Neighing ~!” 

 

Countless eagles sounded in the sky, and Laura couldn’t help but widen her eyes. In the clouds above 

them, they suddenly swooped down tens of thousands of war eagles. 

 

“Stupid bird, brother I can help you here.” De Bu tasted the corpse and laughed. 

 

“I’m here too, dumb.” 

 

“Dad brother, we can help you.” 

 

… 

 

The well-connected Druid Corps leader swooped down from all sides while getting teased. 

 

“Damn, it’s embarrassing.” He became upset and speechless, and looked angrily at Laura, all this woman 

hurt. 



 

“Chick, watch me don’t peck you.” He became upset and rushed towards Laura. 

 

Laura’s scornful look became upset. His height was 5 meters, but the eagle had only more than 1 meter. 

As a warrior of the Angel Legion, Laura had the Templar’s skill of punishing angels and ignored the 

enemy’s physical defense. So far, she has not encountered an opponent. 

 

“Angel Legion, attack.” Laura raised her spear and issued an order. 

 

The 2,000-person angel army launched a counterattack against the black iron war eagles that had dived 

down. Three seconds before the two sides fought, the authorities used their rights to find an excellent 

perspective to shoot this picture. 

 

In the lower part of the screen, Lu Yang stood proudly on the magic flying carpet. On the other side, 

Laura was holding a spear. At the same time, there was an annoyed one who spread his wings to attack. 

 

Half a month later, when the official release of the promotional video, this picture was posted to the 

Internet. Netizens have said that the game is really grand, Lu Yang is really cool, the female angel is so 

beautiful, and the “pet” next to Lu Yang is also very Handsome. 

 

Getting upset: “…” 

 

“My cat was a cat, I’m not a pet, I’m a black iron eagle.” He became upset and sad, but unfortunately, no 

one ignored him. 

 

Not to blame the official, it was really a problem of the shooting angle at that time, becoming upset was 

like a shrinking eagle, and it really looked like a pet beside Lu Yang, so that he became upset because of 

this depression, others were haha laughing out loud. 

 

Of course, this is the last word. On the battlefield, the Black Iron Warhawk and the Angel Legion 

slammed together. Like the Phoenix Legion, the Angel Legion had never encountered air combat troops 

before, so they did not attack the formation in the sky, just Rely on his own powerful attacks to 

participate in ground battles, and win every time. 



 

The same is true this time. The Angel Army did not take this group of “headless birds” into 

consideration. Only the 1-meter-long eagles did not look like a strong attack at all, as if their long guns 

could kill one. . 

 

Of course, in fact, it only takes three shots to suffocate and launch continuous stabbing skills. A few 

eagles in front can stab several, but this thing is not a target. They know how to avoid if they don’t taste 

the corpse. 

 

With a height of 5 meters, an eagle with a height of 1 meter, and a weapon with a length of 15 meters, 

are like mosquitoes hit by a cannon, which is difficult to hit. 

 

Laura glanced back at the situation and found that his angel legion had broken down the eagle army that 

had swooped down, and looked back with sneer and became upset. 

 

“Stupid bird, I will send you to death first, and then kill Lu Yang, Lu Yang, there is a kind of do not run.” 

Laura pointed to the landing Yang said. 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders, stood with his hands in the air, and said, “Okay, I’m watching here, big 

woman.” 

 

“Oh ~!” He became upset and didn’t hold back, and the bird’s head laughed wildly, pointing at Laura and 

saying, “Boss, what you describe is too imagey, really big.” 

 

Laura saw she became upset and pointed at her part, and immediately became angry and yelled, “No 

one dares to insult me like this, you two are dead.” 

 

Laura launched her onslaught ability and went straight to the point of becoming upset. 

 

He became upset and had been preparing for Laura. The body swooped down and easily avoided Laura’s 

attack. At the position of Laura’s feet, he turned over and beaked Laura’s ankle. 

 

“2861890” 



 

Laura saw a sudden start of blood loss, and flew up quickly, avoiding the upset attack, and asked, “Why 

is your attack power so high?” 

 

Getting upset didn’t give Laura a chance to speak at all, taking advantage of her small body and turning 

fast, she pecked three times against Laura’s back continuously. 

 

“2810393” 

 

“2293044” 

 

“2193842” 

 

… 

 

Laura was left with blood instantly. He quickly launched the invincible ability to restore his health to full 

value, and became upset at this time, hiding behind 30 meters. 

 

Laura’s horrified look became upset. His Angel Legion had a special occupation, which added an 

additional 200% health bonus to them, plus 14 blood gems were played on each person. There are more 

than 16 million. This is his real capital to dare to hit 10,000 people with 2,000 people, but the other 

party ’s attack power is so high that she ca n’t even hold 6 attacks, which makes her wonder how to 

fight. 

 

“Chick, I can’t think I’m so strong, let you scold me dumb bird, make you hurt me by my brothers joke, 

see how I can clean up you.” Become upset and watch Laura’s invincibility end, towards Laura Stormed 

over. 

 

Where did Laura dare and become upset, she turned and ran, but when she turned, he found in horror 

that ten of his angel legions had been killed, and a large number of angels were falling from the sky. 

Down. 

 

“How can this be.” Laura was stunned. 



 

Lu Yang’s voice came from behind, “Leader Laura, go back and say hello to me like Galga. I won this 

war.” 

 

Laura gritted her teeth and said nothing, turned on the acceleration scroll, and flew over her army. 

 

Lu Yang looked upset and wanted to chase, and ordered: “The Warhawk Army stopped attacking and 

looked around the enemy’s attacking camp.” 

 

“It’s your luck.” The annoyed and disdainful said to Laura, turned back to make a saluting gesture to Lu 

Yang, and said, “Boss, I’ll go and investigate.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, so proudly standing in the air, the team members of the Jagged Brothers Alliance were 

cheering excitedly. The first battle was won, giving them more confidence. 

 

“Brothers, speed up the whole team, don’t let the air combat brothers win praise alone, we must exert 

morale and win this war.” The White Lion roared. 

 

“Kill ~!” 500,000 people roared neatly. 

 

For a moment, the Qingling Plain was as quiet as death. Both the Jagged Brotherhood and the G8 were 

shocked by the neat roar. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the army formation of the White Lion, and 500,000 people had already assembled. He 

nodded in appreciation. The White Lion was indeed the top general on the battlefield, and he really had 

his own means of command. 

 

The White Lion was also startled. He didn’t expect his brother to be so powerful, but what he didn’t 

know was that at this moment, the White Lion Army was officially formed. 

 

When the main legions such as Zhou Tianming and Tian Yao on both sides saw the situation of the White 

Lion, they felt that the White Lion was different, but did not know what it was. 



 

“Accelerate the team, this time we are the main force.” Tian Yao said loudly. 

 

Tianyao was always upset by the last betrayal. This war he took the initiative to attack and was 

responsible for attacking the most central map of Qingling Plain, Huoyu Village. 

 

The Qingling Plain is a huge plain that spans 7 maps, so there are 7 villages here as supply stations for 

players. 

 

The final battle was fought on the Qingling Plain, but in fact, the battle was fought around these 7 

villages. Whoever can seize the village will have the right to resurrection in this village. As far as the 

battlefield is concerned, it is extremely advantageous. 

 

The first battlefield is in the village, the second battlefield is the resurrection points on both sides of the 

Qingling Plain, and there are 22 resurrection points on both sides of the Qingling Plain. If one party can 

seize the other party’s resurrection points, even if only One, it will also form a siege trend on the flanks, 

which will have a decisive impact on the war. 

 

In the arrangement of this war, Tian Yao took his 500,000 main regiment to storm the village of Huo 

Tong, the White Lion Corps and Li Wenxing Corps were responsible for attacking the unscrupulous 

village on the flank, and the Zhou Tianming Corps and the half-loving half-life regiment were responsible 

for attacking In Huoyun Village, the rest of the corps belonged to the Communist Corps this year, and 

the real fighting took place between these three villages. 

 

“Brothers, as long as we can stand firmly, it is equivalent to breaking through the enemy’s half-position. 

Don’t worry about it for a while, don’t care about equipment, don’t care about level, and win this battle. 

All our humiliation will be washed away. . “Tian Yao growled. 

 

“Yes.” Dozens of legionnaires roared at the same time, and all players in an internal spy studio avoided 

them I was afraid that another spy would pull them into the water. 

 

In the past few months, everyone in Tianyao’s life has been very bad. Everyone’s heart is struggling, 

especially because it was too easy to eliminate the remaining forces of one step to the sky before, and 

they did not lift their doubts. 



 

“Boss rest assured that Huoyu Village will be handed over to my brother for occupation. If my legion 

takes a step back, you quit me,” said Nangong Yan, head of the legion. 

 

Tianyao said: “Okay, as long as you can get there and stand still, that is to stand up and I will reward 

you.” 

 

“Don’t reward, as long as we can wash away the humiliation of our brother.” Nangong Yan raised his 

sword in annoyance. 

 

Tian Yao nodded, patted his shoulder, and shouted, “The whole army is ready, it’s our moment.” 

 

“Kill ~!” Another neat 500,000 people yelled. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Tianyao, and he smiled attentively. In the past half year, Tianyao couldn’t help it 

anymore, and it was time for him and his brothers to prove themselves. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1250 - Battle of Fireton Village 

  

A bitter half-life and Zhou Tianming sat together and looked to Tianyao, both of them showed 

inexplicable smiles. 

 

“It looks like Tianyao is in a hurry. With good equipment to back it up, it should be able to break into 

Huo Tong Village.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

“I didn’t get the main attack this time to blame me, but I can’t fall into my own name. We will storm 

Huoyun Village together and pierce the enemy before him.” 



 

“Okay, that’s it,” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

On the other side. 

 

The eight presidents and eight investor representatives of the Group of Eight have arrived, and they are 

lined up with 5 million people on the southwest side of the Qingling Plain. Although the momentum is 

rainbow, the eight investors and eight presidents His face was not so good. 

 

Galga frowned and looked at Laura, asking, “How did you lose?” 

 

Laura said apologetically: “The black iron eagle’s attack power is too high, we can’t carry them 8 

attacks.” 

 

Gelgar frowned even tighter and said, “You have 16 million hit points, can’t hold him 8 times?” 

 

Laura nodded and said, “Without a crit, hit me 6 times and my health will be low. You must drive 

invincible and add blood. Their size is very small and I can’t hit them.” 

 

“Do you know how much your defeat has affected us?” Galga angered. 

 

Laura bowed her head again and said, “Sorry.” 

 

The eight investor representatives’ faces are all very bad. A defeat at the start will have a big impact on 

the military heart. If they lose, they cannot explain to their boss. 

 

Daniel said, “It’s not a big deal. It’s a small local failure. Don’t care. We’ll discuss how to fight this 

battle.” 

 

Gerga was not expecting Laura to be scolded. When she saw the steps, she felt relieved and said, “The 

preparations for the battle are complete, and everyone will attack as planned. We will win this battle. . “ 



 

“I’ll get ready.” Vice Chairman Anthony took the cigar in his mouth and pulled out two muskets and 

went forward. 

 

The arrangement of the Group of Eight is the same as that of the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. Both 

parties have identified Huoyu Village in the middle and Huoyun Village and Wuliang Village in the two 

wings. Among them, Anthony is responsible for Huoyu Village, Korim and Wuliang Village It’s a blood 

butcher. 

 

TV stations around the world. 

 

Huaxia, CCTV One, Moderator: “Interim news broadcast,” The Second World “Huaxia First Guild Jagged 

Brothers officially launched an attack on the Group of Eight tonight. The two sides confronted each 

other in the Qingling Plain, and the war broke out. 

 

Japan, News Channel One, Moderator: “Lu Yangjun leads the Jagged Brothers to formally launch an 

attack on the G8. Let us wait and see if the G8 headed by Gaigaar can stop Lu Yang’s southward plan.” 

 

South Korea, Current Affairs Channel, Moderator: “Monkey ~ Smecta, Luyang Guild formally starts a war 

against the Group of Eight, Smecta, oh, Smecta.” 

 

… 

 

More than 100 TV stations, thousands of news media and live broadcast channels have live broadcasted 

the war, including the official attention to the war. 

 

Qingling Plain. 

 

White Lion: “Report the boss, the team is complete.” 

 

Sun Yu: “The team is complete.” 

 



Shoot Sirius: “The team is complete.” 

 

Dalvey: “The team is complete.” 

 

Love half a life: “The team is over.” 

 

Karp: “Report the boss, the team is complete.” 

 

Xia Yuwei: “The Nine-Star Alliance is complete.” 

 

Li Wenxing: “The South Korean Group has completed its team.” 

 

Zhou Tianming: “The army team is complete.” 

 

Tianyao: “The team is complete.” 

 

Lu Yang’s 10 main army teams are all complete. He knows the time is ripe and shouted: “My brothers, 

it’s finally time for the decisive battle. For this battle, we have prepared for a few months. Today , I 

command you, go forward, attack with all your strength, and hit the morale of our Brotherhood, Brother 

Brotherhood, kill ~! “ 

 

“Kill ~!” Vice-chairmen such as White Lion and Xia Yuwei shouted at the same time, assembled 5 million 

people from Huoyun Village in the northwest side to Huoyu Village in the middle to Wuliang Village in 

the southeast. Straight, parallel to the G8. 

 

The speed of preparation for Galga is not weaker than that of the Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers. On 

both sides are powerful warriors. When seeing the Brotherhood of Brother Jade first, Gerga growled: 

“G8, attack.” 

 

“Kill!” Five million people on the G8 side charged towards the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 



Viewed from a high altitude in the distance, the two sides rushed forward on the Qingling Plain like two 

black torrents, and finally, they hit each other violently on the line of Huoyu Village. 

 

Lu Yang stood in the air at a height of 200 meters to watch the battle. The 10,000 black iron war eagles 

did not participate in the battle. They kept patrolling the air. Once Laura’s angel army wanted to fly up 

to watch the situation, they immediately started siege. 

 

The first important thing in the battle between the two armies is the battlefield information. Whoever 

can have all the dynamics of the battlefield at the first time can accurately plan. 

 

In the past, the Galga side had such rights. Now the air dominance is in Lu Yang’s hands. Galga is very 

uncomfortable and can only direct according to the feedback from his men. 

 

“What? Huoyu Village was preempted by Tianyao?” Gale exasperated and cursed: “Anthony, I only give 

you half an hour. If you can’t win Huoton Village, you can get me out of business.” 

 

“Yes.” Anthony responded quickly, watching Tian Yao, who had occupied the village one step ahead, and 

roared, “Offensively, hit me in and drive the enemy away.” 

 

Nangong Yan was in charge of defending Huoyu Village. When the two sides launched an attack at the 

same time, the Jagged Brothers rushed out earlier, so they took the initiative of the village first. 

 

The terrain of Huoyu Village is very special. This is a fenced village. The fence is one meter and five 

meters high. There are more than 100 houses inside the fence, which allows players to hide inside to 

avoid the curse and arrow rain. 

 

The combat players in Anthony’s hands were regular legions. In the first wave of attack, neither side 

used special legions. Therefore, the two sides engaged in hand-to-hand combat in the village as soon as 

possible. 

 

While fighting on both sides, at the resurrection point in the village center, no one on both sides can 

resurrect the player. Whenever someone dies, the Iron Brotherhood can only be resurrected at the 

resurrection point in the northeast area of Huoyu Village, and the Group of Eight can only resurrect in 

the southwest Point resurrection, both sides want to run back to the battlefield, half an hour away. 



 

In this way, the middle of the village became a meat grinder. No one could think that the fighting could 

be so fierce. In just half an hour, 10,000 people in Nangongyan were killed, and 10,000 people in 

Anthony were also beaten. Gone. 

 

Tianyao roared: “Xuan Bing, commander of the Second Army, took 10,000 people on board.” 

 

Xuan Bing just rushed up with someone, Gaigaar’s second vice chairman Sanchez rushed up with 10,000 

people. As a result, just half an hour later, 10,000 people on both sides were beaten again, and they had 

to continue ordering their own men. attack. 

 

The battle was fierce here, and the battle conditions in other areas were relatively smooth. The 

battlefield can be used to cooperate with the shooter group and the mage group to attack. There are 

only three villages fighting in the village. The space is narrow and the battlefield cannot be effectively 

played. Advantages can only be filled in by people. 

 

After playing for five full hours, Huoyu Village still wins and loses, and both sides have paid the price of 

120,000 people. Huoyun Village and Wuliang Village have the same death toll, but other areas together, 

the death toll has only About 1 million people died in the three villages, a quarter of the total number of 

people standing on the hundreds of kilometers of front. 

 

In the early hours of the battle, the players on both sides couldn’t stand it. Both sides stopped 

unconsciously. In Huo Tong Village, the players on both sides slept in the game, each occupying a corner 

of the village. No one took the lead. Launch an attack and do not exit the village, staying at a safe 

distance of 100 meters. 

 

the next day. 

 

The two sides continued to be entangled around Huoyu Village, Lu Yang could not make a breakthrough, 

and the Group of Eight could not make a breakthrough. Just in Huoyu Village, the number of dead and 

wounded on the two sides totaled 500,000. 

 

The third day. 

 



The two sides are still fighting around Huo Tong Village, this one is the most fierce, the number of 

deaths and injuries in Huo Tong Village reached 800,000. 

 

On the fourth day, as a last resort, the two sides ceased to enter into a fatigue period by coincidence, 

but at the same time both sides knew clearly that the war tomorrow would be even more fierce. 

 

Sure enough, on the morning of the fifth day, the battle between the two sides became fierce. At this 

time, Galgar sent his most powerful abyss fire mage army, a piece of flame rain fell from the sky, and the 

players of the Iron Brotherhood were very short. More than 10,000 people died within the time. 

 

“Boss, I need the support of the cursed mage group. The enemy sent the abyss mage to attack the 

village of Firetongue. I can’t carry it.” Tian Yao was forced to call Lu Yang. 

 

“After 10 seconds, the first wave of forbidden spells came and prepared for counterattack.” Lu Yang 

said. 

 

“Yes.” Tian Yao roared. “Nangong Yan is ready to attack in 10 seconds.” 

 

“Boss rest assured, I will take it back this time.” Nangong Yan roared and turned back to his opponent 

and shouted: “Brothers, this time you must take down Huo Tong Village and fight.” 

 

“9” 

 

“8” 

 

“7” 

 

… 

 

“0” 

 



The sky above Huo Tong Village was suddenly covered with dark clouds. Anthony, who had just occupied 

the village, didn’t wait for a second. He saw the dark clouds in the sky and shouted, “Go into the house 

to avoid the curse. “ 

 

More than 10,000 people rushed into the village and ran into the village, but the two regiments under 

Tian Yao were on the onslaught. Anthony was able to enter the room. One of the few, at this time, there 

were 10 overlapping secondary forbidden spells. At the same time, they fell into the village, and more 

than 1,000 people released the curse intensively toward this small village. Almost everyone was 

attacked by the curse at the same time 10 times per second. 

 

“treatment.” 

 

“Can’t carry it.” 

 

“Run.” 

 

… 

 

In less than 5 seconds, all G8 players in the village who did not enter the room were killed. 

 

Chapter 1251 - Cursed land 

  

Nangong Yan roared: “Brothers, follow me, Brother Brothers, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” Ten thousand people rushed into the village with a roar, but just entered the village, the G8 ’s 

curse arrived, and Nangong Yan, who just entered, quickly shouted, “Leave 5,000 people as death 

squads, and the remaining 5,000 people enter each. In the 102 rooms inside, we stayed in the house. “ 

 

“Chong ~!” 10,000 people were divided into two parts. Some 5,000 people rushed to the southwest 

entrance of Huoyu Village as if they were dead. Another 5,000 people rushed into the room. Some 

rooms had G8 players in them, and the two parties unfolded inside the house. It was melee. 

 



Coincidentally, the main group of the Eight Kingdoms rushed into the house was the abyss mage, and 

the abyss mage was the least good at small space combat. The players of the Jagged Brothers Alliance 

were ordinary occupations, so there was no such problem. As a result, Nangong Yan was successful in 

the short term. The G8 players were expelled from the house within a short 1 minute. 

 

The system prompts: The Brotherhood of Iron Blood has the largest number of players in Firetongue 

Village. The countdown starts at 600 seconds. 

 

For 10 minutes, if there are more players on one side than on the other side, and you can persist in the 

village for 10 minutes, who is the ownership of the village. Once the seizure is successful, if the other 

side wants to take back, you need to exceed this number. . 

 

Tianyao saw the news, and clenched his hands with excitement, yelling at Nangong Yan: “Good brother, 

hold on to me, I will send someone to support you.” 

 

Nangong Yan said with a smile: “Boss rest assured, I will never die if I guard the door. I will not be afraid 

of you if you fight in a small area.” 

 

“Haha.” Tianyao laughed and said, “If you can hold it, I will obey you.” 

 

He hung up the phone and called Lu Yang. “Boss, we have more people in the village than the enemy. 

Now we need fire support, continuous fire support.” 

 

“Okay,” Lu Yang said with a strong fist, “I will drop you 10,000 spell-casting mages, and use them as you 

like. As long as I can make Huoyu Village reach us, I will give you a lot of work.” 

 

“Yes.” Tianyao hung up the phone and found Hei Yan ordered: “From now on, as long as the enemy 

player rushes into the village and immediately releases the secondary forbidden spell to cover the 

attack, they must not let their people in.” 

 

“No problem, the next wave of forbidden spells is 10 seconds later.” Hei Yan was on the front line, 

watching the enemy on the battlefield rush in, and immediately said to Tian Yao. 

 



When Anthony saw the news of the system, such as being struck by lightning, he quickly led a 

counterattack with people. Galgar feared that he could not complete the task, and ordered a special 

army to rush into the village of Huo Tong, but did not wait for them to stand. The second wave of 

forbidden spells fell. The number of members of the Group of Eight is again less than that of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. 

 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, Tianyao immediately ordered his second army to immediately 

rush into the houses in the village, and at this time, Gelgar ordered the release of the curse. 

 

In less than 2 minutes, only one location in Huo Tong Village was attacked by 4,000 spells. Such intensive 

battles appeared in one place, and everyone stunned. 

 

In the live room. 

 

“My God, has this place been cursed, and 4,000 forbidden attacks, if the house is not strong enough, I 

am afraid that the house will be destroyed.” 

 

“Now no one can rush in, but the number of Brothers in Iron Blood is greater than the other. It seems 

that Huoyu Village will be occupied by Brothers in Iron Blood.” 

 

“Not necessarily. Look, the G8 sent the Paladin into the house with invincibility.” 

 

In the game, Firetongue Village. 

 

Ratna of Bangladesh was ordered to come to reinforcements. After seeing this situation, after a brief 

exchange with Anthony, the two also decided to send a Paladin, rush into the house with an invincible 

and accelerated scroll, and fight hand in hand with the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 

“A room-to-room attack, a room-to-room seizure, no matter what the situation, I have to take back the 

number of people in Fireton Village.” Anthony shouted. 

 

“Offensive.” 10,000 Paladins rushed invincibly to all corners of the house. 

 



Tianyao saw the enemy’s plan and shouted, “Punish the knights, attack, and the violent war legion joins 

the battlefield. Use heroic throwing to break the enemy’s invincible shield.” 

 

Also 10,000 punishment knights rushed into the arena, and then the violent battle followed with the 

paladin added magic immunity skills. 

 

The Anthony side did not know that the Raging War Corps of the Iron Brotherhood had also joined. 

Because of the sight, under the interference of the bans such as snowstorms, cuts in time and space, 

and meteor fire and rain, he only saw a group of golden paladins standing by Invincible rushed up. 

 

The 140-level invincible has 20 seconds. Both sides can’t attack each other within a short time. But when 

the two sides just touched 30 meters away, the first row of players in the Iron Brotherhood suddenly fell 

down, The violent battle in the second row roared at the same time. 

 

“Courageous Throw” 

 

More than 1,000 spears flew out, right in the center of the Paladins. 

 

“Kill!” Xuan Bing rushed up with the Paladin, and in close combat, the Paladin who broke the shield died 

quickly. 

 

Anthony then found himself fooled, and quickly learned the method of the Jagged Brothers League, but 

it was too late, a large number of Jiefang Brothers players entered the house, almost 10,000 violent 

battle went in. 

 

“Damn, with secret weapons, they must not be allowed to keep the village up,” Anthony scolded. 

 

He has a special weapon in his hand, called, this thing hits 9.99 million damage, and it is still a range 

attack, but this kind of thing is extremely expensive. One requires 100 gold coins, which is 30,000 yuan. 

Anthony has only 10,000. It is too expensive for one more investor to allow manufacturing. 

 

Originally, Anthony thought that this thing would be used in the late stage of the war. I didn’t expect to 

use it in the early stage. Soon, it was sent to the front. A group of anti-riding horses hid behind the 



punishment knight and rushed into the village among the sky’s curse At the same time, the violent 

battle also sneaked in under the magic aura. 

 

The **** battle between the two sides broke out again. This time, both sides cooperated with violent 

battles, the game became more messy, and the death was more rapid. Once hit by a heroic throw, the 

Aegis was broken, and it was bound to be slain by the sky. 

 

Tianyao originally wanted to push the front to the southwest entrance of Huoyu Village, which is the 

entrance of the G8 side, but there were too many enemies there, causing Tianyao to be trapped only 50 

meters away from the village entrance. 

 

At this distance, Anthony ordered the archers to launch an onslaught. Tianyao’s new players couldn’t 

resist and were repelled to a distance of 100 meters from the village entrance. Taking this opportunity, 

Anthony sent someone up again. 

 

This time, Anthony’s people quickly pushed near the house. Facing dozens of people in each house, 

Anthony’s side didn’t break into the village at all and threw it out directly. 

 

“boom” 

 

Nangong Yan hid in the first room. He was killed without any response. When he was resurrected, he 

immediately sent a message to Tian Yao and said, “Boss, the enemy has special weapons. Once It can 

blow up 9.99 million blood. I’m in seconds. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1252 - Fire Tongue Village 

  

Tianyao was terrified and ordered: “The Third Army, the Fourth Army, and the Fifth Army gave me up, 

and the people must fill this village.” 

 



“Yes.” The three legionnaires roared in unison, and the Paladins stormed against the enemies in the 

village under the shield. 

 

It is a pure damage skill, ignoring any magical immunity, but it is invalid for invincible players. Anthony, 

who is rushing, has just occupied more than 30 rooms, and saw the enemy’s Paladin army coming up, 

and quickly ordered the player to hold back. 

 

“Go on Paladins and Berserkers and fight against them,” Anthony shouted. 

 

The fighters of Anthony’s side saw the paladins of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood rushing up and threw 

spears. Some people still spears thrown diagonally to the sky, and the shields of the Brotherhood of Iron 

Blood players in front of them broke instantly. 

 

The forbidden spells in the sky were stacked 10 at the same time, and the paladins of the Iron 

Brotherhood were instantly killed without a reaction. 

 

“Damn it, give it to me. Even if it’s a fight, don’t back up and fight with them.” The light of the three 

heads of warrior roared, and he rushed up first. 

 

Unlike ordinary players, the light of the brave is a master. Seeing that there are fewer brothers around 

him, his range of activity has also increased, and several consecutive dodges have escaped the enemy’s 

three rows of spears, attracting many people. Aimed at him. 

 

Tianyao had already stood on the platform built by Hei Yan’s earth dragon at this time. The 60-meter 

platform allowed Tianyao to clearly see the situation below. 

 

“The enemy made a mistake. They are chasing the three commanders to attack.” Heiyan exclaimed. 

 

Tianyao also reacted and turned back and yelled, “Guard, rush to Lao Tzu and use your skills to attract 

the enemy’s firepower.” 

 



“Look at us.” The captain of the guard yelled loudly next month, shouting to more than 300 players 

behind him: “Brothers, raising soldiers for thousands of days and using soldiers for a while, it is time for 

us to give credit to the boss, follow me.” 

 

“Kill ~!” More than 300 people crossed the crowd and rushed into the battlefield. At this time, the 

players of the three regiments were basically dead. It took less than 3 minutes to see how fierce the 

battlefield in this place was. Both sides were here. A strangling battle was launched. 

 

When Gaoge rushed forward in the next month, he shouted to the heads of the four regiments around 

him: “Your people are 50 meters behind me. Don’t block us, leave us enough space, we will attract 

them. Firepower. “ 

 

“Okay,” said Qingzhu, the head of the 4th regiment. 

 

This group of people under the moon is mainly composed of space-time thieves and templar knights. 

They are senior players who are absolutely loyal to him cultivated by Tianyao with their own money. 

 

“Brothers, follow me, rush.” When the moon sang too late to reply to the green bamboo, he roared, and 

rushed into the battlefield with 300 players invincible and magic immunity. 

 

“There are 300 more people, throw them.” Anthony laughed proudly. 

 

The next batch of violent battles with heroic throwing skills came to the front, with a total of more than 

5,000 people, 1,000 of them throwing spears at the same time. 

 

“Hoo ~!” 

 

The spear flew quickly in the air, and the distance of 50 meters arrived in one second. However, at the 

moment when the spear flew in front of it, 300 Tianyao men rolled over one at a time and easily 

escaped the spear, and continued to run forward. 

 

“Pretty.” Tian Yao roared. “Green bamboo, take the team.” 

 



“Yes.” Qingzhu led a long line of 1,000 people towards the front. 

 

Anthony did not notice that the four groups of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood were preparing to 

enter the battlefield, and his eyes were attracted by these 300 people. 

 

“Second team, throw me.” Anthony growled. 

 

The second group of fierce battles continued to throw spears, but as soon as they reached the money, 

they were easily avoided by the 300 people using rollover and flashing. 

 

Dodging twice in a row without waiting for the third wave, all of a sudden, 1,000 spears in the direction 

of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood threw with a whistling sound. 

 

Anthony’s Paladin, who stood in the first row, broke the shield instantly, and was immediately banned 

by the forbidden spell. 

 

“Second team, shoot ~!” 

 

“Third team, shoot up ~!” 

 

“Fourth pair, shoot up ~!” 

 

… 

 

Green Bamboo roared, his play was to give up standing with the Paladin in the first row, and simply 

brought the violent battles of the four, five, or six legions around him, preferring to hold on for only 30 

seconds. Throw a spear. 

 

Hei Yan looked foolish on the side. He watched the Paladins exempt skills from defense, and then 

thousands, thousands of defenses rushed to the battlefield and threw spears at the enemy. 

 



“This is simply a suicide charge.” Hei Yan said. 

 

Tianyao said: “It doesn’t matter if you drop the equipment or experience, even if you drop the level, I 

just need to lay down the village.” 

 

On the court. 

 

Anthony’s side was disrupted by Green Bamboo’s suicide style. Once the Paladin broke his shield, he 

must be killed by the curse falling from the sky. After a while, his number of men was less than that of 

the Jagged Brothers. 

 

“Damn, aren’t these lunatics crazy than anyone else? Lao Tzu isn’t afraid, and he fought fiercely.” 

Anthony roared, learning the way the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood put on a violent battle with magic 

avoidance. The two sides collided violently. 

 

In the next month, Gaoge saw that the scene on the court was temporarily beneficial to the 

Brotherhood of Iron and Blood, and the time for his exemption was coming, and he said to the 300 

people around him, “Brothers, eat the soul stone, burst into the room and occupy a favorable terrain.” 

 

“Okay.” 300 people rushed into the nearby room as the moon sang. 

 

In the room where Gao Ge rushed into under the moon, there were exactly 20 enemy players. At such a 

close distance, the two sides could not play any profound gameplay. It was by virtue of equipment and 

will that, as it turned out, the Iron Brotherhood had a strong Will, at the same time, they wore a 140-

level dark gold sleeve. 

 

In the case of 30% higher than the full attribute, whether it is the assassination of the thief or the 

punishment angel of the paladin, the players in the room can not afford Anthony. Before the 

disappearance of the magic song, Gaogexia successfully led more than 280 people Into the surrounding 

15 rooms. 

 

The number of Jagged Brothers League is more than a few hundred people in the Group of Eight, and 

there are only 300 seconds left in the countdown. That is, in another 5 minutes, Jagged Brothers League 



can stand in this village. All Jagged Brothers players do not need to be in the rear distance. Resurrected 

in half an hour’s journey, you can directly participate in the war on the front line. 

 

Anthony found the problem and shouted: “The violent battle broke in for me, and I must rob the house 

back.” 

 

Gaoge is next to the first house at the entrance of the enemy village. A paladin under his hand is called 

Tomorrow Sky to block the door. Suddenly, a thief appeared in front of him, sneered, and took out a 

black thing from his hand toward Throwing inside the gate. 

 

Tomorrow the sky’s eyes widened suddenly, he instantly thought that this was mentioned by Nangong 

Yan, and his eyes were fast, and he caught it instantly. 

 

“charge” 

 

Tomorrow the sky crashed into a violent battle 50 meters away before the explosion. 

 

“嘭” 

 

“Boom ~!” 

 

Tomorrow the sky just hit that violent battle, and his body exploded instantly, blasting all targets within 

30 meters around into fly ash, and all players around here were under Anthony’s men. 

 

“It’s beautiful.” Sky tomorrow knew how to crack the enemy’s throw, and he quickly sent a message to 

his brothers in the other 15 rooms and shouted: “The enemy’s throw will not explode immediately. Find 

a way to catch the jump outside and Enemies die together. “ 

 

“understand” 

 

“understand” 



 

… 

 

The response speed of these more than 200 people is much faster than that of ordinary players, so 

when they understand the game, almost every one who throws is hugged and rushed to the outside of 

the room. For a time, the men who blew up Anthony turned over. 

 

“Damn, these wastes.” Anthony scolded, at this time he had not realized that Tianyao sent his elite 

guards. If he also sent elite guards, the result of the battle would be another trend. Unfortunately, there 

is no if on the battlefield. 

 

After dozens of consecutive explosions, Anthony’s team in the village was killed by thousands, and the 

formation was chaotic. Green Bamboo and the returning Nangong Yan took advantage of this time to 

launch a suicide charge with their men. The man rushed out of the village gate in the southwest and 

entered the enemy area. The enemies who were about to enter the village were in chaos. 

 

The charge lasted for a full 5 minutes. When Anthony finally gained a foothold and completely 

eliminated the enemy’s charge group, a system prompt came. 

 

[Official Channel]: Huoyu Village is occupied by the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood. From now on, 

players of the Brotherly Brotherhood can be resurrected in the necropolis around the village. 

 

“Damn, asshole.” Anthony yelled. 

 

Gherga’s face suddenly became ugly when he saw the news. He called Anthony and scolded, “Why the 

waste is occupied by the enemy.” 

 

Anthony said for a while, “Boss, give me another chance, I will take the village back and not let them 

resurrect.” 

 

Gelgar gritted his teeth in confusion, and Kerem said, “I suggest stopping the fight and continuing to 

fight, we have little chance of winning.” 

 



On the 300-kilometer front, players on both sides have gone crazy. Basically, all the legions of the two 

sides have been sent in. It is impossible to draw out a few troops to help Anthony recapture the village 

of Firetongue. Walking in a regiment, there will be defeat. 

 

Daniel said: “I agree with Kerem that this war, we continue to fight, it is difficult to win.” 

 

“Then retreat like that?” Ajol, the chairman of Bangladesh, frowned. 

 

Investor Ronny frowned and said, “Can’t retreat, absolutely can’t retreat. There is no sign of failure in 

the current war. You just retreat like this, how can I tell my boss.” 

 

Investor Hiaril frowned and said, “I suspect that you are neglecting. This has just started. How can you 

retreat, absolutely not?” 

 

Daniel, Kerim and others are speechless. It is extremely difficult to talk to outsiders. They are battle-

hardened game directors. They can clearly see the changes in the situation on the market, but these 8 

investors cannot understand. They are very laborious to explain. 

 

Gelgar thought about it and said, “Ca n’t retreat. If we retreat now, it will be difficult for the Group of 

Eight to turn around in the future. I remember that it will be the work time of the Jagged Brothers 

players from tomorrow. Even today it is a sacrifice. Players must also fight the enemy to the end. As long 

as we persist until late at night, the enemy will not be able to carry out the next large-scale decisive 

battle. “ 

 

Daniel and Kerem glanced at each other and nodded together, “Yes, there is no problem persisting until 

late at night.” 

 

“We each sent a message to the other presidents to tell them what we have come to and let them 

insist.” Galga said. 

 

“OK.” Daniel and Kerim each sent messages to Blood Butcher and Salman and others. 

 



Salman and the blood butcher, who are fighting on both wings, are anxiously waiting for the news. After 

seeing the results, several people are relieved and shouted, “Offensive, continue to attack.” 

 

The players of the Group of Eight countries launched a fierce attack again. This wave of counterattack 

was almost taken away by the enemy, Huoyu Village, but Tianyao personally went to the battlefield to 

stabilize the formation. At the same time, the players in the middle area were killed and resurrected in 

Huoton Village For a time, the participation rate of the Iron Blood Brothers players was three times 

higher than that of the G8. 

 

The battlefield situation began to tilt towards the Jagged Brotherhood, so that at night, the formation of 

Jagged Brotherhood had turned into an obtuse triangle, with the center protruding more than 500 

meters from the wings. 

 

But it is also limited to this. It is impossible to continue to advance forward. To continue to advance 

inwardly, you will be attacked by the three parties. Without the death of the Group of Eight, the war is 

anxious. 

 

Lu Yang looked at this scene in the sky. He looked at his watch. It is now five in the evening. At most, it 

can only hit two in the morning. There are still 9 hours until the end. Although it looks like a lot, it can 

really There aren’t many opportunities to use it, maybe only once. 

 

He must win this battle today, and at the same time arrange a large number of players in the villages 

south of the Qingling Plain, so that when he goes to work during the day, stops attacking at school, and 

has a chance to continue moving forward at night when he fights again at night. 

 

“The turbid wine, ordered the lovely queen to take 500,000 towards this side, and arranged for Sun Yu 

to take 500,000 main forces to hide in the village behind the Tianjian Fortress. Once Steger and Renault 

attacked, he immediately ordered Sun Yu to support him. “Lu Yang ordered. 

 

“Yes.” Zhuoshu closed the speaker and said to the lovely queen, “Immediately bring 500,000 people to 

support Lu Yang.” 

 

“Yes.” The cute queen answered loudly in excitement, turned and ran to the city, and shouted, “Luo 

Shen, Hell of Fire, Hell of the Hell, the whole team immediately.” 

 



There are 1.5 million defensive players inside Tianjian’s waist. He has been preparing for the job. 

Hearing orders, dozens of legionnaires have formed entire teams. 

 

“The team is over.” 

 

“The team is complete” 

 

… 

 

In less than 5 minutes all of the team is complete. 

 

The cute queen watched half a million players ready to go and stood on the city’s head and shouted 

excitedly: “Brothers, it is time for us to give the enemy a fatal blow, and it is also time for us to make a 

name for ourselves. City, 10 miles outside the city. “ 

 

500,000 people took out the reel, and all of them flew to Wuyue City in an instant. They changed their 

mounts and ran out of the city madly. In the case of the acceleration scroll, it took them half an hour to 

reach the 10-mile position outside the city. After that, activate the acceleration scroll and rush towards 

the battlefield. 

 

As soon as this group of people was about to reach the battlefield, a deputy head of the cute queen 

abruptly quit the game, and this person was a player in the Jagged Brothers studio. After he was offline, 

he took out the phone and dialed Renault’s cell phone number spoke a series of French. 

 

“Take him down, he’s a traitor.” Black Sword rushed to the deputy commander and suddenly took off 

his arm, but the phone was already dialed out, and all that was said was done. 

 

Chapter 1253 - Bai Jiajun Wei 

  

Reynolds, nervously waiting in the guild hall, heard the phone call, suddenly stood up and shouted, “The 

whole army gathers.” 

 



He called Steiger, Toreme, and Cadafi, and said in a state of excitement: “Guys, we are alone, it’s time 

for us to hunt.” 

 

“Haha, I can’t wait.” Steige chose to open the main city, and Steige, Tolomi, and Cadafi and Renault, who 

secretly signed the agreement a day ago, officially merged the guild. Therefore, today, They can share 

the main city. 

 

“I’m ordering the army.” Toremi said. 

 

“You must lay down the Skysword Fortress and take the foundation of the Brotherhood of Iron and 

Blood.” Cadafi screamed excitedly. 

 

“Lu Yang, you should taste the strength of my French Army.” Renault said. 

 

The five presidents each issued orders and had already prepared more than 5 million players to fly to 

Chiefs Fortress at the same time. 

 

When Tu Feng found anomalies while preparing the enemy, he immediately called Lu Yang and said, 

“Boss, the deputy head of the lovely queen’s deputy, has now been taken down. The people he serves 

are Germany, France, North Africa, and Saudi Arabia. At the guild, more than 5 million people have 

flown to the Emirates Fortress and are heading for the entire team outside the city. “ 

 

“I knew they wouldn’t let go of this opportunity. I didn’t expect to dare to come to so many people. 

Since they want to fight, I will sacrifice to the end. You immediately pass the message to Zhuoshu and let 

him prepare. I send People help him. “Lu Yang said. 

 

He turned off the intercom and called Massat and said, “It’s time for your performance. Take 1 million of 

your men and go to the Sky Sword Fortress to assist the battle.” 

 

“Yes.” Massat said without hesitation. He immediately sorted out his 1 million players. Ever since he 

surrendered Lu Yang, he has been crowded out by Padou and Karp. There is only one vice president in 

the headquarters building. Take them as a player, and several other vice presidents are living in 

harmony and targeting them together. 

 



On the one hand, Massat was hostile to them before. On the other hand, both sides looked down on 

each other, but Lu Yang had been reusing Karp and Patho before. Massat did not have a chance to 

perform. This time he finally had a chance. , Massat decided to prove to Lu Yang that his strength was 

above Kapu and Patho. 

 

Emirates Fortress. 

 

As soon as he got the news, he didn’t choose to keep the fortress. Instead, he sent players to form an 

array outside the city, relying on the attack range of the lightning tower on the wall of 500 meters, and 

battled the enemy 300 meters below the city. 

 

The distance between the Chiefs Fortress and the Sky Sword Fortress is less than an hour away. When 

both sides are in the whole team under the city, they can see each other’s faces blurry. 

 

It’s really too many people on both sides. There are 5 million guilds in Germany and France, and the 

array outside the city is a few kilometers long. 

 

Zhuoju personally stood on the city wall to watch the battle. Sun Yu brought people to the city. Not long 

after, Massat also brought people to the city. In this way, the number of players on the party of Zhuoju 

reached 2.5 million. In the case of defense, the number is sufficient, and among the 2.5 million people, 

there are 500,000 Huaxia 140-level dark gold players and 500,000 Indian 140-level dark gold players. 

 

[World Channel] Steige: Starting today, the super guilds of the four countries, I, Renault, Toremy and 

Cadafi, formally merged to form the Cavalry of the Gods. Starting today, they declared war on the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, and applied to join the eight nations. Group alliances. 

 

[World Channel] Tolomit: … 

 

… 

 

The presidents of the four super guilds successively published declarations of merger, declaration of 

war, and alliance on the World Channel, which made the defensive and painful G8 and Daniel and other 

people extremely excited. 

 



“It’s great. If the German Cavalry Regiment of Germany and France can attack the Sword Fortress with 

all their strength, they will be able to force the Brotherhood of Iron Blood back, and our opportunity 

comes.” Investor Tony said excitedly. 

 

Gail stepped up and said calmly, “Yes, our opportunity really came this time. I got the news that the 5th 

Cavalry Regiment sent 5 million troops to gather outside the Sky Sword Fortress. If there is no accident, 

the Sky Sword Fortress Either we are broken tonight, or we win the Qing Ling Plain tonight, we are all 

winners anyway. “ 

 

“Haha, Lu Yang, you also have today.” Daniel laughed. 

 

Kerim and Blood Butcher were also very excited. They were suppressed by Lu Yang for several months, 

and finally had the opportunity to turn around. 

 

“I went to the front line to fight and I couldn’t beat them in the middle. I broke through the wings.” 

Daniel said. 

 

“Okay, I’ll go with you,” Kerim said. 

 

“Go to me, and the three of us will go together to find trouble with Lu Yang.” The blood butcher said 

with a laugh. 

 

The three descended from the high platform, Kerim and Daniel mobilized, and the joint blood slaughter 

ran towards Wuliang Village. 

 

Half an hour later, the three came around Wuliang Village. The white lion was responsible for attacking 

Wuliang Village. The two sides were originally enemies. They were jealous when they met and 

immediately hit together. 

 

The Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is at a time when morale is low. Whoever hears that the frontline is 

attacked by the enemy when he hears a battle at the front will also feel panic in his heart. 

 

The three brothers of the Bai family stood on the high platform and found the problem. 



 

“We can’t go on like this. Our morale has dropped a bit, and we must make an effort to restore the 

situation.” White Lion said. 

 

“Brother, what do you say?” White Wolf asked. 

 

“Bai Hu stayed for me, I took the main force and rushed forward to attack a wave. White wolf, you are 

attacking on the flank. Remember, this time we are trying to lure the enemy deep, our main defense, 

your main attack, but our chance is only 10 minutes. Once more than 10 minutes, the enemy is bound to 

react and we have no chance. “White Lion said. 

 

“Big brother, don’t worry, it doesn’t take 10 minutes. I can’t beat in 5 minutes. I am willing to be 

punished.” The White Wolf ran out to lead the team. 

 

The white lion patted the white tiger, jumped off the high platform, and came to the rear of the team 

roaring: “Anti-war, anti-riding, priest, shooter, come and gather with me.” 

 

Bai’s three male teams often need to change the formation. When in charge of assault, the white wolf 

always takes the violent battle, and the white lion or the white tiger is always responsible for the 

defense. Therefore, their priest chief and defense chief have always played a great role. Role. 

 

After hearing the white lion’s shout, several professional army commanders immediately summoned the 

players to the white lion. 

 

“Boss, how do you fight?” 

 

“You say it.” 

 

… 

 

Behind the White Lion were 6 ice crested battle flags, with 6 deer horn players, and said to everyone: 

“When I hear me blowing the horn, it represents the defense of the entire army. If I shake the battle 

flag, it represents the entire army. attack.” 



 

In general, blowing the trumpet represents offense, something that all players are accustomed to. Using 

the horn to turn into defense is the first time they have encountered it. 

 

“No problem.” Everyone had no opinion, they knew that the White Lion’s play would definitely bring 

them victory. 

 

On the other side, the white wolf also carried six battle flags and shouted to the 100,000 violent battles 

and 100,000 punishment knights responsible for the charge: “The whole army flanked me and saw the 

white lion waving the flag, and immediately attacked with me. . “ 

 

“Yes.” 200,000 people roared in unison. 

 

“Follow me.” The White Wolf ran towards the wing with 200,000 people. 

 

The White Lion came to the battle front with 100,000 people, and he ordered his horns to sound. 

 

“Woo ~~~” 

 

“Woo ~~~” 

 

“Woo ~~~” 

 

“Woo ~~~” 

 

“Woo ~~~” 

 

“Woo ~~~” 

 



Six horns sounded, and the defensive, anti-riding, and priest teams all put up a defensive formation. On 

the other side, Kerim and Daniel were shocked when they heard the horns, thinking that the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood counterattacked. 

 

“Fuck, blow the horn defense, let’s get sick,” Korim scolded. 

 

Daniel said, “The White Lion should lie to us, and by the way find a chance to reform the formation.” 

 

“Offensive together, a rare opportunity to penetrate their positions at once.” Blood Butcher said. 

 

“Okay, fight together.” 

 

“Turkish team, attack ~!” 

 

“British Glory, Attack ~!” 

 

Each of the three legions had 300,000 people and launched onslaughts against the defensive formations 

set up by the White Lions. 

 

The white lion stood on the front line and roared, “The whole army defends, keeps the formation.” 

 

10,000 people set up a big shield. At this time, both the Templar and the punishment knight of both 

sides had used up the skills of punishing angels, so the anti-war and anti-riding began to work. 

 

The two sides just hit each other, and instantly fell into anxiety. The treatment was brushed fiercely. The 

treatments of various colors lit up in the iron brotherhood’s anti-war and anti-riding heads, and 

countless bows and arrows flew out of the iron brotherhood’s lineup. 

 

Daniel and Kerim, countless magic, bow and arrow, melee and other skills were thrown on the 

battlefield, including players with artifacts, throwing big skills in the rear. 

 



Artifact players have become a display on such a battlefield. Once discovered, they will be savagely 

hunted. Even if you are a mage who has the heart of time and space, once you are hit by the doomsday 

skill, no magic can be used, only Fatefully waiting to be killed. 

 

Therefore, artifact players always run backwards after throwing their skills, and definitely do not go 

forward. The same is true of artifact players on the Iron Brotherhood. It is because of this that the 

defensive position established by the White Lion can only be in the beginning. , Withstood the enemy’s 

attack. 

 

“Brothers, hold on for 3 minutes, as long as you resist for 3 minutes,” roared the White Lion. 

 

“180” 

 

“179” 

 

“178” 

 

… 

 

Some people can’t help but start counting, 180 seconds. In normal times, just watch a few news and say 

a few words with friends, the time has passed, but at this time, these 3 minutes and 180 seconds are as 

long as one year. 

 

Every second, the player who did not die is glad that he is still alive, his equipment has not been lost, 

and his experience has not been lost, but he is not sure whether he can persist in the next second. 

 

The magic suffered in each area is a large blockbuster. The anti-war and anti-riding not only suffered a 

large number of negative buffs, but also all attributes such as reducing magic resistance, physical 

defense, and resistance were being reduced. 

 

The defensive power of an anti-war can make a melee player unable to hit a trace of damage. Under the 

superposition of various negative buffs of nearly a hundred professions, the worst white lion’s defensive 



power has been reduced to only 300,000, magic resistance With only 350,000 left, the blockbuster 

magic hit him with a crazy drop in health. 

 

Fortunately, there were 10 treatment transfers to add blood to him, and the players who watched could 

only see that his blood volume instantly fell to the bottom and returned to full instantly, even if the 

difference was 0.5 seconds, the White Lion was killed in the spot. 

 

The White Lion also knew that he was the object of a fire, but he stood there motionless, blocking 

everyone in front. 

 

Seeing that there were only 50 seconds left, the priest behind the White Lion shouted, “Boss, the 

treatment is almost blue, and you can’t keep it.” 

 

Under such intensive attacks, even if there are millions of healing magics, this kind of consumption can’t 

help but be wiped out. 

 

The white lion turned to look at the white tiger on the podium. 

 

“Brother, shake the flag, it’s time to attack.” Bai Hu shouted. 

 

“Brother, I’ll confirm it again. It doesn’t matter if I die. This kind of fighting is not shameful for being 

killed.” White Lion said. 

 

Bai Hu said: “The time has come and the offensive will be ordered soon. The enemy formation has 

already begun.” 

 

“Okay.” The White Lion suddenly dropped his left-handed sword, suddenly raised a banner, and shouted 

with all his strength: “Iron brothers, attack.” 

 

The 200,000 players that the White Wolf is hiding on the flank simultaneously protrude. 

 



The white wolf raised his battle flag and roared, “The white lion and the brothers have secured enough 

time for us. Now it is time for us to perform. Don’t embarrass the brothers, Jagged Brotherhood, kill ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

The blood of 200,000 people rushed out of the flanks, like the torrent of steel, towards the flanks of the 

three legions of Daniel, Blood Butcher and Kerim. 

 

At this time, the three players were crowded together, spreading out to the wings, but at this time when 

the official formation was the most chaotic, when the roar of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood sounded, 

the three immediately felt the problem. 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

The flanking shouts and shouts came The three looked sideways, and at the same time found that the 

white wolf came with 200,000 people who did not know how to run to their side. 

 

“Quick splits stop them,” Daniel shouted. 

 

“I’m going.” Kerim was the closest and rushed to the flank with someone, but he just took tens of 

thousands of people to the flank, and before the defense started, he was crushed by the 200,000 people 

carried by the white wolf. . 

 

“Give me death.” White Wolf slashed the last player with a sword. At this time, the soft underbelly of 

the three Daniel’s troops had been exposed in front of White Wolf. 

 

“Kill!” The white wolf roared and rushed into the soft underbelly. The three men’s army was defeated 

and the scattered scattered escaped. 

 

The White Lion roared: “The anti-war legion, stick to the enemy, attack.” 

 



The remaining thousands of anti-combat rushed into the battlefield, relying on their high anti-blood, 

using various deceleration skills to stick Daniel’s three escape team unable to move. 

 

Chapter 1254 - Lay Wuliang Village 

  

“Damn, get away, don’t stick to me.” 

 

“The priest quickly dispelled me and I was reduced by 70% of my movement speed.” 

 

“Treatment brushing.” 

 

… 

 

In a scream, the White Wolf led the team to kill him. In less than half an hour, Wuliang Village came to 

support the three teams of Daniel, Kerim and Blood Butcher, and was broken up by the White Lion. And 

the White Lion burst forward five kilometers away. 

 

“Brother, there’s no one ahead.” White Wolf said. 

 

“What about people?” The white lion glared and looked around. 

 

“It collapsed, it is estimated that the enemy could not support it within half an hour.” White Wolf 

thought for a while and said, “Now is a good opportunity. We should go to Wuliang Village and take this 

opportunity to occupy the village’s resurrection point. . “ 

 

“That makes sense,” the White Lion roared, and said, “Brothers, turn around and hit Wuliang Village, 

rush.” 

 

“Kill ~!” The remaining 200,000 people stormed from the side of Wuliang Village near the G8. The G8 

players who are facing Wuliang Village and Li Wenxing Group are Bangladeshi players. On both sides, 

the forbidden mage is violently bombing the village. Just like Huo Tong Village, Li Wenxing and the 

Bangladesh side are crazy, and no one is willing to step back and watch the players rush in to die. 



 

When the white lion and the white wolf rushed to the place with their team, they happened to be in a 

20,000-man curse group in Bangladesh. 

 

“Iron brothers, kill ~!” The White Lion roared, and 200,000 people launched a storm. 

 

The Bangladeshi 20,000 cursed mage group didn’t wait for the reaction to happen. Most of them were 

killed and wounded, and the rest also lost the team. 

 

Li Wenxing was standing on a high platform watching the situation in Wuliang Village, and found that 

the White Lion had actually come in from the flank, shouting excitedly: “Intensify our attack, and our 

reinforcements are here.” 

 

The situation in the village is the most obvious. After 30 seconds, the minor forbidden spell on the G8 

side ceased, leaving only the forbidden spell on the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. In this way, the 

players of the G8 lost their magic immunity and immediately died. The Brotherhood of Iron Blood can 

continue to fight, and the two sides stand up against each other. 

 

On the one hand, Bangladesh’s offensive attack on the flank quickly mobilized players to block, but the 

previous formation was forward. Now it is very difficult to change to the south. Therefore, Bangladeshi 

players need to spend more people to block the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Unfortunately, the two cannot be taken into account. From the time of the defeat of the cursed mage 

group on the Bangladesh side, the number of Li Wenxing side in the city exceeded that of the 

Bangladesh side. 

 

10 minutes. 

 

[System Channel]: Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Occupies Wuliang Village. 

 

“Good job.” Lu Yang made a fist vigorously in the air, he did not expect the situation to be so good for 

him. 

 



Both the center and the left have achieved a decisive victory. The resurrection of the Iron Blood 

Brotherhood players can appear 10 minutes away from the battlefield, but the G8 must appear half an 

hour away. The scale of victory continues to tilt towards the Iron Blood Brotherhood. 

 

“Daniel, the blood butcher, Kerim, what happened to the three of you, and why the White Lion broke 

through the camp, where did you go?” Galgar yelled. 

 

The three Daniels were leading people from the necropolis toward Wuliang Village, all with shame and 

anger on their faces. 

 

“Give us half an hour, I will definitely fight back the Jagged Brotherhood and help Bangladesh recapture 

the unscrupulous village.” Daniel roared. 

 

“Hit down with all your strength, you must not lose your flanks.” Galga reluctantly, Daniel and the three 

of them were equal, and they were both presidents. He could not say anything heavier, and only prayed 

for the three to win. 

 

“Damn, why are the Brotherhoods so strong?” Galga cursed. 

 

Ronny and Hiaril looked at Galgar and looked at each other again, both of them feeling the same. 

 

“President Galga, what is going on, and why have we failed in two important places?” Ronny asked. 

 

Gelgar shook his head and said, “I am also looking for the reason. In terms of the quality of the players, 

we are not weaker than the Jagged Brotherhood. This may be an accident.” 

 

Hilary and Ronnie didn’t understand, they just shook their heads and sat back to where they were 

before continuing to watch the battle on the field. 

 

“I hope that the Cavalry of the Gods can annoy Lu Yang and force him to withdraw the players to help 

him,” said Hiyali. 

 



Gelgar also thought that he looked at Lu Yang standing in the sky, he was too far away, more than 2,000 

meters, even the players with the heart of the shooter under his hands could not hit him. 

 

Lu Yang felt Gail’s gaze. He called the cute queen and asked, “Where is your person?” 

 

The cute queen said: “It is advancing in the burrow, and it is estimated that it will reach the scheduled 

position in another hour.” 

 

“Very well, move on and tell me where you want to be.” Lu Yang ended the call, using the teleportation 

scepter, a burst of light lit up, and he flew to the Sky Sword Fortress. 

 

Gailgar saw Lu Yang leave, guessed that he had gone to the battlefield of the Sky Sword Fortress, 

opened the live video, and surely saw Lu Yang appeared at the city head of the Sky Sword Fortress, 

which made him relieved. 

 

In the live broadcast room, because there were too many wars, there was a war on the Iron 

Brotherhood, and other areas in the New World also took advantage of this opportunity to ignite the 

war. Several major battles left the major live broadcast platforms without knowing who to broadcast. 

 

Hitomi came out today to broadcast a channel alone, and she was responsible for the live broadcast of 

the battle of the Sky Sword Fortress. 

 

“Lu Yang, Lu Yang, he came to the sky sword fortress, the boss of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is 

ready to fight the gods cavalry regiment in person.” Hitomi shouted screaming. 

 

in the game. 

 

Lu Yang volley stood on the flying carpet. On the battlefield below, a total of 1 million people from 

Massat and Dusty Headquarters of the Iron Brotherhood were swinging along the fortress walls and the 

high mountains on both sides. 

 



Steige, Renault, Toreme, and Cadafi each stood on the high ground formed by the ground dragon 

earthquake The four of them did not separate, they all stood together, obviously they believed Combat 

capabilities do not need to end in person. 

 

“Lu Yang, we finally met on the battlefield. This day made me wait a long time.” Steiger said with a 

grimace on his teeth. 

 

From the beginning of Lu Yang’s shareholding, he was not trusted by other guilds, until he was betrayed 

by Lu Yang as a last resort and attacked other guilds in Germany, and then Lu Yang forced him to merge 

the guild to a listed company, causing Lu Yang to withdraw At the same time, he threatened him to sell 

the shares to the Israelis, so that he lost so much money. He hated Lu Yang for an entire night. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Steiger with a smile and said, “Don’t be so angry, Lao Shi, don’t you see that you are 

also attacking me while I hit the G8, flattened and evened out? “ 

 

“Who equaled you, you bastard.” Steiger was furious, pointing at Landing Yang and cursing: “Today I 

must break your sky sword fortress and ruin your human foundation.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed mockingly and said, “You can’t do it.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1255 - Lure the enemy deeper 

  

Steige was furious, but Tolomit stopped the impulsive Steige and said, “Chairman Lu Yang, maybe Steige 

can’t do it alone, but we can gather the strength of our four families. Against us? “ 

 

Renault smiled proudly and said, “President Lu Yang, you have never seen my French Army. Let me see it 

for you today.” 

 



Qadafi said: “And my Saudi army, to gather our four forces, Lu Yang, you lose.” 

 

The four presidents spoke one after another. The morale of the players on the Steiger team was 

boosted. The four looked proudly at Lu Yang and were ready to attack. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Since you are so confident, let you see the strength of my brother-in-law 

brotherhood, and come forward if you have the courage.” 

 

“The whole army is ready!” Shouted Zhuoju. 

 

Under the 2 million cities of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, players made a charge gesture. Obviously, 

Zhujiu never thought about passive defense. 

 

Steige and Tolomi looked at each other, nodded at the same time, and shouted, “The Cavalry of the 

Gods, attack.” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

A flat-line 500,000-strong lineup is pouring towards the Brotherhood of Iron Blood. 

 

Zhuo Jiu shouted with one finger in front of him: “Iron brothers, attack ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 500,000 Jagged Brother League players rushed towards each other. 

 

The distance between the two fortresses is too close, and there are only so many formations. Although 

the attack range is not large, but the engagement time is too close. Whether it is the intensity of magic 

or the death rate of the player, the battlefield of the sky fortress. More cruel than the Qingling Plain. 

 

Players are often smashed by the curse and arrow rain of both sides, and in this magic and arrow rain, 

the Brotherhood of Iron Blood is in a disadvantaged state. 

 



Almost all of Lu Yang ’s spell-casting mages have been arranged in the Qingling Plain. Here, there are 

only 2,000 spell-casting mages from Mazat and 10,000 spell-casting mages temporarily transferred by Lu 

Yang, while Steig has 50,000 Forbidden Mage. 

 

In terms of special occupations, there are 112 special professional legions owned by the Steiger side, 

and none of the special legions under the Turbid Wine. The Jagged Brothers Alliance suffered very badly 

at the start. 

 

Zhuoju stood next to Lu Yang and said, “Boss, it is inappropriate for us to hit us this way. I want to 

attract them to the city and attack them with a lightning tower.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “You command, I don’t express opinions.” 

 

The muddy wine has been in this fortress for a year, and when it comes to how to defend with this 

fortress, he is better than anyone else. 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu said to the players around him, “Drum the drums and order the central players to prepare 

for the attack.” 

 

“Yes.” Six drummers rang the drums in front of them at the same time. 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

“Boom” 

 

… 

 

The drums sounded, and the leader of the legion, such as Vulcan M16, Yeyue Tingfeng, and other 

leaders were showing their expressions of understanding. 

 



“Reinforcement to both wings.” 

 

Dozens of rushed legions shifted from the middle to the two wings, regardless of the fewer and fewer 

players killed by the enemy in the middle. 

 

The enemy who was attacking in the middle was Steiger’s 13th Army Commander Marco. The First Army 

to the 12th Army died in the war that they just contacted for the first time. However, as a proud German 

player, he has been The Iron Brotherhood was not taken seriously, and this battle was even more so. 

 

The previous battle was just the result of the two parties throwing spells at each other. If they got close, 

he didn’t think that the quality of Chinese players was better than German players. 

 

When Marco led the team to the front, he slashed. Suddenly, he found that the front was actually cut by 

a flat road. The middle door of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood was wide open, allowing him to rush 

directly inside and assist the two wings. 

 

“Brothers, rush with me, kill.” Marco shouted, rushing forward in excitement, slashing and chopping. 

 

Steiger and others standing on the high platform quickly discovered the situation in the middle. At first 

glance at the situation here, the four of Steiger and Tolomi were very excited. But if you take a closer 

look, Steiger is shocked. Eclipse. 

 

“Marco, stop attacking, stop.” Steiger quickly sent a message to Marco. 

 

Unfortunately, Marco’s dialogue bar flew around the shouts of the players around him, he could not see 

the news of Steger at all, and it disappeared in less than 1 second. 

 

“Call and call him quickly,” Renault shouted. 

 

Steiger picked up the phone and was about to call. At this time, the fortress on the side of the Iron 

Brotherhood, including the cliffs on both sides, suddenly flashed. 

 



“Zhi ~!” 

 

Horizontally over 2000 meters, a lightning tower of 5 meters each, 5 rows in front and back, a total of 

2,000 lightning towers emit light at the same time. 

 

“Slap ~!” 

 

Including Marco, 2,000 German players who rushed to within 500 meters of the city were instantly killed 

in place. 

 

“Slap ~!” 

 

The lightning lit up again and killed another 2,000 people. 

 

“Slap ~!” 

 

Lightning came on for the third time, killing another 2,000 people. 

 

… 

 

Marko died in battle, and the legion was uncommanded. The last command before Marko’s death was 

to charge forward. Subsequent players could only advance forward without receiving new instructions. 

 

This is a large-scale army battle. Individual will and thoughts have been set aside. Commanders must 

obey orders, even if they are wrong. Otherwise, it will affect the entire battle situation. 

 

Steiger stood on the high platform and watched Marco and his more than 10,000 people killed by the 

Lightning Tower until the 14th Army Chief Franz stopped and stopped 500 meters away. Under attack. 

 

Lu Yang said with satisfaction: “The Lightning Tower works well and plays beautifully.” 



 

There was no smile on Zhuoju’s face, but his brows froze tightly, saying, “I suspect Steige also has a 

catapult. If the enemy uses it, it will hurt us a lot.” 

 

“Look at it.” Lu Yang looked at Steiger and others on the high platform in the distance. The trebuchet is 

very rare he hasn’t got it yet, and the price of the trebuchet is very high. Expensive, he suspects that 

Steige may not be able to make them. 

 

Leaving aside others, Steige was taken by Lu Yang for 500 million euros, and Cartafi was overturned by 

Liu Jie several times. The only rich people are Tolomit in North Africa and Renault in France. But these 

two people May not be willing to take out a trebuchet at this time. 

 

In fact, Tolomit and Renault really had trebuchets, but the idea of the two was just like Lu Yang guessed. 

They cost 100,000 credit points for a trebuchet. They would not use it in the early stages of the battle 

unless they could hit it. Under the city, they attacked the city with a catapult, otherwise they would 

rather not waste the money. 

 

Steiger didn’t know that the two were hiding their eyes. They thought they didn’t have a slinger, so they 

didn’t think about the slinger. They just ordered their men to continue the attack. 

 

After waiting for a while, Lu Yang and Zhuojiu didn’t find the enemy’s trebuchet unit. He was relieved at 

Lu Yang and thought that it was defensive and could fly to the Qingling Plain. When the cute queen 

walked into the tunnel and entered the enemy’s back for two bread rolls Here comes the news of the 

lovely queen. 

 

“Boss, I met the G8 people in the tunnel. They also know the tunnel.” The cute queen called in a 

melancholy voice. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1256 - Artifact players join the battle 



  

In the tunnel, it is an elite special professional player of the Group of Eight. Just like Lu Yang, the leaders 

of the Group of Eight, such as Geerga and Kerim, have decided to use this channel to attack the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood. 

 

“How is the battle?” Lu Yang asked frowning. 

 

The cute queen said: “Win is win, now the enemy is at the fork and is confronting us, but how can I fight 

next?” 

 

She is neither entering nor retreating now. Even if she wins the tunnel, the enemy will ambush her at 

the exit. If she exits, the enemy will come in again, so that she will nest in this tunnel. She But I do n’t 

want to join the Iron Brotherhood. The first battle was fought in the tunnel, so I asked Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while, and resolutely said, “Hit, continue to attack, penetrate the tunnel, and rush 

in behind the enemy as planned.” 

 

The cute queen frowned, and said, “However, it is not easy to protrude through the tunnel, and it is 

possible that half of them were injured when they went up.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I personally take someone to help you, as long as you hit the tunnel.” 

 

“Yes, the mission must be completed.” The cute queen closed the communicator and shouted to the 

players around him: “Brothers, the boss ordered to continue the attack, penetrate the tunnel, and he 

personally greeted us at the tunnel.” 

 

“Done.” 

 

Hearing Lu Yang personally greeted them at the tunnel, the cute queen was excited and launched a 

fierce attack on the tunnel. The two sides collided fiercely, but the tunnel could only accommodate 20 

people at the same time. It depends on the level of operation of both players. 

 



The lovely queen this time brought rare occupations such as the town of Hades and Nanfeng Zhiyi. There 

were all kinds of occupations such as the ice master, the shadow warrior, and the divine knight. 

Although the occupations of the Group of Eight are rare, they can fight in this narrow area. These 

professions are dominant in the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

The players of the Group of Eight in the tunnels have steadily retreated. In the middle, a leader of the 

legionary group sent a message to Galga to explain the situation after learning that the deputy chairman 

of the team was killed. 

 

“Damn Lu Yang, you dared to attack me,” Gal said in a curse, “stay in place, stay in the resurrection at 

the entrance, and never allow the Brotherhood of Iron Blood to attack us from behind.” 

 

Investor Ronnie heard Gailgar’s words and frowned and asked, “Lu Yang attacked from behind?” 

 

Gelgar nodded and said, “Rest assured, everything is under control.” 

 

Kerrim said: “Just now I contacted Steiger. His 5 million people were besieging more than 2 million 

people in Lu Yang. Now it is 8 pm in China time. Players of the Jagged Brothers League have to go to 

work the next morning. Tonight, I can only insist on going offline until two or three in the morning. By 

that time, whether it is the Qingling Plain or the Tianjian Fortress, it will be broken. “ 

 

Ronnie frowned, and said, “Well, don’t we make wedding dresses for others, so that the Cavalry 

Regiment gets the most benefit.” 

 

Gerga: “…” 

 

Kerim: “…” 

 

“It is true that tm is a businessman’s nature, and he is reluctant to give others any benefit,” Galga 

scolded. 

 



Kerem said: “We can win this war, and we can divide up all the areas where the original one stepped 

into the sky. There are more than 10 main cities, not less than the Cavalry Regiment. To stay between us 

and Lu Yang, we can safely attack the eastern mountains, where our main goal is. “ 

 

Ronnie and Hilary then realized that they both smiled. 

 

“Yes, good, that’s the right idea.” 

 

“If it can be achieved, the bosses will be very happy.” 

 

The two said cheerfully. 

 

Gerga ignored both of them and said to Kerim, “Trouble brother, go and watch the entrance for 

yourself. I suspect there will be a problem there.” 

 

“Yes, I’ll take 100,000 people.” Kerim said, he wanted to bring more people, but the front battlefield is 

not allowed. 

 

“I spoke to Steiger and asked him to step up the attack and not give Lu Yang a chance.” Gaiger sneered 

and called Steiger’s video call. 

 

Outside the Sky Sword Fortress. 

 

The four of Steige and Tolomi are discussing the method. After receiving a call from Galga, the morale of 

the four of them is refreshed. After the two parties have concluded, Steiger sneers and looks at Lu Yang 

on the platform. Said: “Lu Yang, you must be defeated here tonight. I have already contacted the G8 in 

Gelga. I don’t believe that your guild players can accompany you until tomorrow morning.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Steiger coldly. He had anticipated this situation, and how could he have no solution. 

 

“Yu Wei, order your Jiuxing Alliance members to be ready to become the main force.” Lu Yang said. 

 



There are tens of millions of players who can participate in the Jagged Brotherhood, how can there be 

no difference between day and night, and no time difference. 

 

In order to prepare for this war, Xia Yuwei’s nine-star alliance has not entered the main battlefield, but is 

on standby at any time. 

 

This group of people is mainly Mexico, Argentina, Turkey, Spain, and the United States. The time 

difference is not much different from the G8 and the Cavalry Regiment. 

 

Xia Yuwei asked, “Which side do I focus on?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “You are responsible for the Tianjian Fortress, I am responsible for the Qing Ling Plain, and 

when players are offline in the early morning, replace them.” 

 

“Yes.” Xia Yuwei responded, closed the speaker, and said to the players gathered around her: “Notice, 

everyone is ready, our battle will be 3 hours later.” 

 

“Okay.” God of War I and Pope I who were around him went down the team. 

 

This group of people has a total of 1.2 million, is an elite player cultivated by Xia Yuwei, has more than 

300,000 sets of 140 dark gold-level equipment, not many equipment, but brave in combat. 

 

This group of people originally participated in the Qingling Plain but they did not reach the front line as a 

back team. On the one hand, they did not wake up before, and their personnel were uneven. I want 

them to defend the Skysword Fortress, so they are not allowed to participate in the battle. 

 

In nearly 2 hours, Xia Yuwei completed the team of 1.2 million people, flew to the sky sword fortress, 

and re-assembled the team, and three hours passed. 

 

Lu Yang was relieved to see Xia Yuwei’s arrival, and on the other side, the cute queen called and gasped 

and said, “Boss, I feel that we are not far from the tunnel exit, and the enemy’s defense is getting more 

and more Worse.” 

 



Inside the tunnel, the G8 tried to block it all, but it was losing ground. The cute queen stormed all the 

way, but found that he had hit the enemy’s back priest group, which let him know that he was about to 

get out of the tunnel. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’ll just go there and hold on.” 

 

“Hei Yan, prepare 1500 forbidden spell mages and 15 teleportation scepters for reinforcements and 

order all players with artifacts to participate in this battle.” Lu Yang called. 

 

Hei Yan heard Lu Yang’s words, and his whole body was shocked. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1257 - Underground battlefield 

  

“Boss, don’t be impulsive.” Hei Yan said. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “Without impulse, how can we show our strength and do it.” 

 

There are a total of 48 artifact players under his control. He does not have an array of artifacts, but the 

artifact players themselves are super strong, and there is no problem with being a hundred, not to 

mention he has three demon hearts that are level 9. 

 

“Okay, I’ll prepare.” Hei Yan said. 

 

Lu Yang ended the call and flew to Huoyu Village in the Qingling Plain using the teleporter scroll. 

 

“Transformation of the Phoenix” 



 

With a clear groan, Lu Yang turned into a 10-meter-long phoenix and spread his wings into the clouds. 

He sent a message to Debu Taste, saying, “Take half of the eagle legion with me to the enemy’s 

position.” 

 

“Yes.” De Wu tasted the corpse and immediately gave up the command of the scene and became upset. 

This was their previously planned strategy. He took half of the black iron eagle into the clouds and 

disappeared into the air. 

 

Lu Yang sent De Buwei to locate them in real time. Soon, De Buwei came to Luyang with 5,000 black iron 

war eagles, and flew with Lu Yang toward the rear of the Group of Eight. 

 

Near a resurrection point half an hour away from Huoyu Village, there is a circular cave. Around the 

mouth of the cave, more than 300,000 players are densely gathered and are waiting to guard the 

entrance. This place is the other end of the tunnel. 

 

Kerem looked at the entrance with a sneer and said, “Iron Brothers Alliance player inside, I advise you 

not to go to waste, you can’t get out here.” 

 

The players around laughed loudly. 

 

“Come out and die one, come out one hundred and die one hundred, of course, you have no chance to 

come out so many people at once, haha.” 

 

“Catch me, I see who dares to come out.” 

 

… 

 

The cute queen stood inside the tunnel 5 meters from the entrance of the cave, with a dignified look on 

her face. She just broke through it once, and barely opened a space at the cost of the death of 100 ice 

masters, but he was ready. When using this space to slowly expand, Kerim rushed with someone and 

knocked her back into the burrow. 

 



Now the two sides are deadlocked here, and no one can destroy each other. This makes the cute queen 

very anxious. What he wants is to break through here, but not to wait for grievances. 

 

“Brothers, ready to break out again,” said the lovely queen. 

 

“Can’t go out, Kerim doesn’t give us a little space, there is no chance at all.” A player said. 

 

The cute queen said sharply, “If you have no chance, you must find a way to create a chance. I definitely 

don’t allow the war to end. Our 500,000 people are still nestled in this cave. At that time, you have a 

face to climb out of here. . “ 

 

At the same time, the player’s face showed a stern expression at the same time. This humiliation will be 

remembered for a lifetime. 

 

“I will lead the team in a while, this situation must not happen.” Said Hades King. 

 

The cute queen nodded with satisfaction and said, “Don’t worry, you will come to the old meeting in 

person for a while, and wait until he finds an opportunity for us.” 

 

“Boss come in person?” Asked Hakotoki. 

 

The cute queen gestured with a snoring gesture, and said, “You are not allowed to reveal it. There is 

already a traitor. Don’t have a second one.” 

 

The King of Plutonium nodded, and even with the review of Tu Feng, it was impossible to find those 

players who were deeply hidden. 

 

“Then what do we do now?” The town prison Hades asked. 

 

The cute queen looked at the opening, and suddenly a meaningful smile appeared on her face. She 

cleared her throat and shouted, “Korim, I am the head of the second studio of the Jagged Brothers 



Alliance. One of the presidents, do you dare to fight me one-on-one. If I win, you will let the hole open 

and let my people fight you. We will fight a gentleman. “ 

 

Hell King: “…” 

 

“Sister’s head, you’re really lacking in morals,” said Hell King Zhenzhen. 

 

The cute queen rolled her eyes and whispered, “Is this okay?” 

 

Outside the hole. 

 

Kerim has a black line in his head, the cute queen is a female player, he is a male player, and he is also a 

master in the 10,000 global battle list. 

 

He fought against a female player before the two army battles. He won disgracefully and lost even more 

shame. The gambling chips of the two sides are still such a big thing. 

 

One more thing, the female players in the game are not easy to mess with now. There are official 

regulations. If a male player dares to use language to humiliate or insult a female player, he will easily 

cut off the level and title as a punishment. How many levels of fighting is this? Hold back and scolded the 

female player title, crying nowhere to cry. 

 

On the other hand, female players can use some insulting words. The official relaxed this, because 

female players scolding people is another landscape in the game. 

 

Kerim wasn’t afraid to challenge the cute queen, but he didn’t want to cause that trouble, and said with 

a smile: “I’ve heard your name for the first time. I don’t know if you are a relative of the vice president 

of the Iron Brotherhood Or a close friend of Lu Yang? “ 

 

The cute queen has a black line in her forehead. Doesn’t a close friend mean Xiao San? She tried to calm 

herself, saying, “Is the third-ranked Vice President of the G8, even on the battlefield, the embodiment of 

your knighthood?” 

 



Kerem couldn’t say a word of the captivity. It was indeed too much to say such a word to a woman. He 

said, “Sorry, I have no other meaning, just to be curious about your origin.” 

 

The cute queen snorted and said, “I’m a Jagged Brotherhood joined by strength. If I didn’t go to prison in 

the first step, I would be destroyed.” 

 

Kerim was a little surprised. He didn’t know the matter and said: “It looks like you have two more shots. 

If it’s normal, I will definitely play against you, but sorry, it is time for war. My task is to defend This hole 

won’t let you up. “ 

 

The cute queen ignores Corrim and continues to shout: “As the vice chairman of the Jagged Brothers 

Alliance, I demand a heads-up with the vice chairman of the Group of Eight. Kerem, dare you dare to 

fight.” 

 

She used a big horn and could hear it all over the room. 

 

Kerrim’s face was angrily, and he cursed, “Did you deliberately use the radical method? It’s useless, I just 

can’t come out.” 

 

The cute queen continued to shout, using a big horn to shout every time. There was an official 

translator. Every player in the G8 ambush nearby could understand what the cute queen shouted. For a 

time, players were curious about what would happen to Kerim. do. 

 

Kerrim stood indifferent, standing there. 

 

5 minutes 

 

10 minutes 

 

… 

 

20 minutes 



 

Just while Kerim was waiting proudly, Lu Yang arrived. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1258 - Make a hole 

  

“Great Ancestor of Fire …” 

 

“The great ancestor of the ice …” 

 

… 

 

On a dwarf mountain not far from the side of the tunnel entrance, a sentry tower was unknown when it 

was set up, but he was covered in trees. 

 

On a large stone next to the sentry tower, Lu Yang and his 1,500 forbidden spells are releasing a 

secondary forbidden spell. 

 

Their attack range is very large. The range of the secondary forbidden spell is 200 meters in diameter. 

1,500 people are released at the same time. Five people overlap in an area. The range of 3,000 meters in 

the horizontal direction and 4000 meters in the vertical range is within the range of the forbidden spell. 

 

The dark clouds in the sky topped, and the huge sky vision made Kerim react immediately. Someone was 

throwing a curse at them. 

 

“Fuck, where did the sneak attack come from, the Paladin opened the shield and raised the shield above 

his head, and the priest and mage hid under the shield.” Korim shouted loudly. 

 



The players who follow him are battle-hardened players, very familiar with the scenes in the sky, the 

Paladins have opened invincible shields, and the priest hid below. It is the Paladin shield battle ahead, 

the mage is in the middle, the priest is at the end. 

 

Was asked to change the formation suddenly, Kerim’s players were flustered for a while, but had to 

admire Kerim’s men, it is worthy of the elite of battles, and actually completed most of the formation 

within 10 seconds, nearby Of the 300,000 people, 100,000 did not succeed in staying in place without 

being disrupted. As for the remaining 200,000 people, most of them were injured and wounded, the 

formation was also broken. 

 

In the distant hills. 

 

Hei Yan looked at Lu Yang and asked, “Boss, this Kerem is really a difficult master.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Is such a war interesting?” 

 

He called the cute queen and said, “Order the Afterimage Warriors and Theocratic Knights to rush out 

and launch an attack after 20 seconds. My rain of forbidden spells has fallen.” 

 

“Observe.” The cute queen replied in excitement, and turned to the theocratic knights and the shadow 

warriors after the marriage, shouting, “The boss is outside to cooperate with us under the rain of 

forbidden spells, and we’ll see what follows.” 

 

The cute queen stared at the watch on her wrist for 20 seconds, raised her staff and shouted, “Iron 

brothers, attack ~!” 

 

“Kill ~!” 

 

The 10,000 theocratic knights and shadow warriors, who had already suffocated the raging blaze of **** 

and the loneliness of the end of the earth, followed the cute queen with red eyes and rushed out. 

 

“Enable Divine Power Skills” 

 



“Open the punishment angel” 

 

Each of the divine knights who rushed out of the cave was like archangels, with shimmering wings 

behind them, and the two-handed sword in their hands emitted a dazzling white light. 

 

The appearance of the shadow warriors next to them did not change, but the two-handed two-handed 

sword they held in their hands made it impossible to ignore their existence. 

 

“Kill!” Hellfire slashed a sword against a shield at the entrance of the cave. 

 

“1219867” 

 

The total blood volume of the anti-war battle was only over 5 million. One sword cut off one-fifth. Just 

when his long sword fell, the road on his side did his best to fill the place, and another sword was cut at 

this. Fight against the body. 

 

“Add blood.” Kerim roared against the battle. 

 

The treatment around him was about to add blood, and suddenly a huge ice cone lased from a distance. 

The two treatments and two mages under the shield were in the middle. 

 

“2918686” 

 

Four people died at the same time. 

 

Hellfire looked back, just to see the ice mist on the tip of the cute queen’s staff. 

 

“Big sister is doing a pretty job,” shouted Hellfire. 

 

The cute queen ignored him, and the staff in his hand kept sending out ice-based spells, each of which 

could penetrate behind the enemy’s shield at a tricky angle, hitting the healing and mage hidden inside. 



 

Nobody added blood to the shield battle. Within 5 seconds, the shield battle surrounding the first row 

was dead, followed by the second row shield battle and the third row … 

 

Kerim arranged a total of 8 shield battles for the cute queen inside the cave entrance. Unfortunately, the 

8-layer shield battle was broken without resisting 2 minutes in the sky’s forbidden attacks and cave 

entrance assaults. 

 

“Damn, go to the low mountain on the Resurrection Seventh Army and kill the enemies above me. The 

rest of the army, we fight the enemy.” Kerim quickly ordered, and then he called Galga Said: “The 

enemy has a large number of forbidden mages sneaking on us, and the enemies in the burrow have 

come out, and they will soon send reinforcements.” 

 

Geiger was commanding the Frontline Corps excitedly. He also dreamed that he would persist until late 

at night, and the Brotherhood of Iron Blood would collapse automatically, but Korim did not expect to 

send him the news. 

 

“Nonsense, the front line is playing so fiercely, where did the enemy ’s curse force reinforce you, and 

how did they get there?” Gaigaar asked angrily. 

 

If the burrow cannot be defended, it is tantamount to seeing a 500,000-strong Iron Brother Brothers 

player behind them on the vast Qingling Plain battlefield. In the face of this situation, the battle of 

Qingling Plain may be completely defeated. 

 

Kerem said: “The enemy has control over the air. Just send an eagle squad to build a tower behind us 

and we can teleport.” 

 

He didn’t see the dwarf mountain, but when he first arrived, the cute queen had taken people out of the 

burrow. If he did not immediately enter the battle, the cute queen might start his formation. After that, 

he did not wait to attack the dwarf Shan was attracted by the words of the lovely queen, and the two 

started a fight, which was delayed. 

 

Kerim also regretted it now, before he reacted to being taken by the cute queen, and for the first time 

said to Gelgar in soft words: “Quickly send people to reinforce, I suspect that the enemy’s legion is 

special Legion I may not be able to carry it. “ 



 

“My front line is already tight. Where can I help you and block it all? I try to get people to help as much 

as I can.” Galga said angrily, and said to Anthony around him: “Bring the abyss mage, fast knife The 

Legion, the Armor-sparing Archer and the Spellmaster Legion, and 200,000 people went to the burrow 

support. “ 

 

Anthony was stunned and asked, “That front.” 

 

Gherga gritted his teeth and said, “Kill the enemies in the rear first, then the front line.” 

 

“I’ll be back as soon as possible.” Anthony immediately assembled the army and ran towards the rear 

with more than 230,000 people. 

 

These 4 special legions are the elite among the elite in Gelga’s hands, and are the largest capital that the 

front line can fight against the 140-level dark gold equipment of the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood. 

 

Gelgar pulled these people down to support the rear at such an urgent moment. It shows how much he 

attaches importance to the rear, but at the same time, because the four major legions are missing from 

the front, the resistance of the Jagged Brothers obviously feels greatly reduced. The two major 

regiments, Zhou Tianming and bitter love half-life who attacked in Huoyun Village, instantly grasped the 

changes in the battlefield, and the two took advantage of this opportunity to launch an onslaught. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1259 - Gerga plans to escape 

  

At this time, the battle situation had a subtle change. The four major legions left less than half an hour. 

An official prompt from Huoyun Village came. Zhou Tianming and bitter love succeeded in laying down 

Huoyun Village. At this point, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood won The three most important resurrection 

points on the Qingling Plain. 

 



Next, the Jagged Brothers Alliance players can attack in three straight lines based on these three 

resurrection points, and the Group of Eight can only return to the resurrection points half an hour away, 

and there are a total of six resurrection points. 

 

In this way, the front of the battlefield, the G8’s chances of winning are not great! 

 

“Damn.” Galgar was furious but helpless. In the face of absolute strength, any cleverness is unnecessary. 

The two sides compete against each other is the player’s willpower, the commanding ability of the field 

commander, and the equipment of both parties. On the other hand, he lost. 

 

The investor representative, Ronnie, looked at people like Galga and Daniel, and felt abnormal. They 

frowned and asked, “What is the situation on the battlefield now?” 

 

Gelga said: “We lost the battle of the Qing Ling Plain.”, 

 

“What?” Ronnie and Hiarelli both asked angrily in annoyance. 

 

“Is this not good? Why lost three villages and failed?” Ronny asked. 

 

Gelgar, Daniel and others sighed and explained to the layman that they did not understand. The blood 

butcher who had just returned from the resurrection saw the cold field and said: “The current situation 

is that the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood has occupied these three villages. Moving forward in parallel, 

and because our people have lost three villages, they are on the frontline in a steadily losing trend, and a 

large number of players are eroded by the enemy. 

 

The place where we were resurrected was half an hour away. After the resurrection, the players who 

died will need to regroup and dispatch. This time will be more than 20 minutes or even longer. 

Therefore, on the slashed battlefield of Huo Tong Village We lose more and more. “ 

 

Hialy frowned and asked, “Is the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood dead? 

 

Daniel sighed and shook his head. “We are now fighting the enemy near their resurrection point. They 

are resurrected at any time and we have to wait for a long time. 



 

Another thing is that the equipment cannot be consumed. Our people are dead. There is a great chance 

that the equipment will be picked up by the Brotherhood of Iron Blood. When the people of the 

Brotherhood of Iron Blood die, our people have no time to pick up equipment. 

 

At the current speed, we will fight for another 2 hours. Even if we can regain Huo Tong Village, Huo Yun 

Village and Wuliang Village, there is absolutely no way for our equipment to support us to fight the war 

in the middle of the night. Perhaps, the Brotherhood of Iron Blood only needs one Wave counterattack, 

we are going to retreat to the city. “ 

 

Ronnie and Hiaril glanced at each other. They did not understand the battlefield, but they knew the loss 

of equipment. According to Daniel, such losses are as high as billions. This is absolutely not allowed by 

the two. . 

 

“Then you come up with a solution,” Ronnie said. 

 

Gherga took a sigh of relief, pointing at the map and saying: “I propose to retreat ahead of time and 

retain strength, in the six places of Liruma Mountain, Silent Hill, Lingshui River, Dusk Hills, Shalulu 

Waterfall, and Tieringtiandi Build a line of defense. “ 

 

“Then we are defeated this time?” Hiari asked, frowning. 

 

Gherga and Daniel were reluctant to admit it, and several presidents turned to look elsewhere. 

 

“No, you can’t retreat, you have to find a way to win.” Ronnie said. 

 

Gherga was upset, and asked, “Would you like to direct?” 

 

“Me, how do I direct?” Ronny said angrily. 

 

“Then listen to us,” Gelga said. 

 



Ronnie and Hiarelli were speechless. 

 

“We’re working on a plan to retreat,” Gerga told Daniel. 

 

“I called Kerim and they came back,” Daniel said. 

 

Gerga nodded. 

 

Authentic location. 

 

Corem is fully blocking the attack of the cute queen, but it can be clearly seen that Corem is unable to 

stop it, wearing a 140-level elite dark gold suit of the Iron Blood Brothers special professional player, 

facing a level 130 dark gold suit. The players themselves have 30% of the total attribute suppression, 

and the special occupational attack power of the Jagged Brothers League is obviously so powerful, 

especially the windseeker archer, whose attack power is more than 200,000 higher than others, and ten 

people shoot the hash arrows together. All non-defense occupations within 50 meters were killed. 

 

“Damn, why are you so strong,” Korim scolded. 

 

“Boss, something is wrong.” His men called. 

 

“What’s going on?” Korim scolded. 

 

The leader of the army responsible for attacking the Dwarf Mountain looked at Lu Yang standing 50 

meters away in front of him in horror, and said tremblingly: “I have seen Lu Yang, the chairman of the 

Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, and he personally brought the curse master Come. “ 

 

“Lu Yang is here?” Kerim was startled. 

 

“Not only did he come, he also brought his artifact team. There are a lot of 48 artifact players. I can’t 

attack it, absolutely can’t attack it.” The commander of the army said that before the war, the important 

players of the Iron Brotherhood It is known to every head of the army. 



 

Kerrim panicked, he could not attack such a lineup. At this time, Daniel called and this made Kerem 

relieved, and he was extremely anxious in his heart. 

 

“Lu Yang, our battle is not over, you wait for me.” Kerim really wanted to gather all his strength to siege 

Lu Yang on the low mountain, but he knew that Lu Yang dare to come, he must be fully prepared. Once 

he Unable to eliminate Lu Yang within a short time, he will face the siege annihilation attack of the 

500,000 Brotherhood. 

 

“The entire army retreated to the point of resurrection and organized the line of defense.” Kerim 

ordered. 

 

The cute queen is taking the player in a **** battle. Suddenly the pressure around her is relaxed, she 

looks around, and finds that the enemy has retreated. 

 

“We won?” The cute queen asked in surprise. 

 

Pluto and Hellfire and others came to the cute queen, panting and said, “It looks like they are 

retreating.” 

 

“Immediately the team The whole army came out of the burrow, and we attacked the enemy’s 

resurrection point.” The cute queen said excitedly. 

 

There are only less than 100,000 players hidden in the cave. When the whole team was here, the cute 

queen happily called Lu Yang and said, “Boss, we are not beautiful.” 

 

Lu Yang has obtained comprehensive information on the battlefield and said: “Good job, come back to 

merit rewards, you and your team, wait for rewards.” 

 

“Thank you, boss,” said the lovely queen. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Now you take people to attack the resurrection point near Huoyun Village, copy their 

back road, and merge with Zhou Tianming and bitter love for half a life.” 



 

“Yes,” said the lovely queen. 

 

But just when she was about to leave, Lu Yang received the news from Tu Feng. The secret agent hidden 

in the Group of Eight sent the news that Galga and others were preparing to retreat. 

 

“Cute queen, stop the whole team, attack the resurrection point No. 1 at high speed, and be sure to 

stick to the enemy who is about to escape.” Lu Yang said. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1260 - Liu Jie enters the battle 

  

Lu Yang never thought that the presidents of the Group of Eight would be so wise and have a slightly 

interesting trend of defeat, leading the players to retreat immediately. 

 

If they do not retreat, as soon as 12 pm, he will be able to annihilate the 5 million players of the Group 

of Eight. 

 

“Unfortunately, it is almost.” Lu Yang said angrily. 

 

He personally took 500,000 people of the lovely queen to the No. 1 resurrection point, but by the time 

he got to the place, the player had disappeared, the G8 main force had disappeared, and most of them 

had retreated. 

 

“It’s just five minutes away,” Zhou Tianming said to Lu Yang in annoyance. He and the half-loving army 

just chased the No. 1 resurrection point. Unfortunately, a little hesitation before made them miss the 

opportunity to expand the results. 

 

“I thought they had set a trap. I didn’t expect to run away.” Said bitter love for a long time, depressed. 



 

The cute queen was also depressed. 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “It is not easy to win this battle. I am not greedy. Everyone sets up a defense 

line in place.” 

 

“Yes,” the three said together. 

 

Lu Yang called to inquire about the situation of White Lion and Tianyao, and got the same feedback as 

his side. 

 

The light flashed, and the vice presidents such as White Lion and Tian Yao flew to Tianyuan God City 

using the transfer token, and together with Lu Yang at the guild headquarters. 

 

In the meeting room, everyone was a little depressed. 

 

Lu Yang saw the expressions of the crowd and said with a smile, “Don’t be unhappy, we fought a great 

victory.” 

 

The white lion said: “The enemy is running too fast, and I am almost there.” 

 

Tianyao said: “Me too.” 

 

They all thought that the sudden tightening of the G8 was a trap for them, but they did not expect to 

run away, so they all missed the opportunity. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Everyone needs to be mentally prepared. In each of the next battles, our enemies will not 

be like the waste of the self-destructing city walls of Tianlong. They will be all-powerful enemies like the 

Group of Eight.” 

 

Tianlong has caste prejudice, but the Group of Eight does not have it. These super guild players come to 

this step, all of them are elite. This is just like the Champions League in football. Every team that enters 



the round of 16 elimination has The strength of the previous championship was eliminated. The 

competition between the two sides was from small to large. Everywhere they were competing. If there 

was a mistake, they might collapse or they could use a weakness to make their own defeat. 

 

“It’s really nowhere to spread the fire.” The white lion stood up and asked Lu Yang to fight: “Let me take 

the army to the Tianjian Fortress, and I will support the muddy wine.” 

 

“I’ll go as well.” 

 

“I’ll go as well.” 

 

… 

 

The five main vice presidents collectively called for battle, but Lu Yang smiled and shook his head, 

saying, “There is no need for support over there. Everyone can rest assured that they can recover their 

energy and prevent the G8 sneak attack.” 

 

The White Lion was stunned. He thought that Lu Yang would agree immediately, but he did not expect 

to be rejected by Lu Yang. He said anxiously, “However, I heard that the muddy wine is very difficult to 

defend.” 

 

“Yes, boss, or if we support it, even if we withdraw one or two million players, the G8 will not dare to 

counterattack.” Said bitter love for a long time. 

 

Lu Yang still shook his head and said with a smile: “We don’t need us to fight the G8. Someone will lift 

the danger of the Tianjian Fortress for us.” 

 

“What?” Everyone was surprised. 

 

Lu Yang sneered at the corner of his mouth and said, “All are sitting here with peace of mind and 

waiting, and soon there will be results.” 

 



“Okay.” Everyone was puzzled, and each called to arrange the follow-up. 

 

Here, the battle between the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood and the Group of Eight is calm, but the 

players on the network and the anchors and hosts of the major live broadcast platforms have fallen into 

madness. 

 

On the one hand, the players applauded the victory of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, thinking that the 

Jagged Brothers League lived up to its name and played beautifully. 

 

“Every battle against the Group of Eight nations, whether front-to-front or authentic, has been won, and 

it is indeed the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

“The battle for Huotang Village is wonderful. The battlefield in the tunnel is just as exciting. A new star 

of the Brotherhood of Iron Blood is rising.” 

 

“The G8 retired beautifully, and only one strategy made the Jagged Brothers dare not attack.” 

 

“The G8 failed on the tunnel this time …” 

 

… 

 

Under the opinions of all parties, a group of people are secretly watching the next step of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. 

 

Tianyuan City, inside the guild building of Liu Jie. 

 

“The Group of Eight is really a waste, and it was so quick to give up.” Ru Yue Taishan cursed. 

 

Liu Jie asked, “What shall we do next?” 

 



More than 5 million players have been assembled, and they have opened the way from the 140-level 

map to Renault, Cadafi, Toreme, and Steige and his nearest main city. 

 

Counting dead grass hesitated for a long time, said: “Look now whether Lu Yang will send players on the 

Qingling battlefield to the Tianjian Fortress. If he sends it, Steige will be afraid to continue the attack.” 

 

“But how can we know Lu Yang’s thoughts? Now that the fighter plane is fleeting, our people are 

located less than 20 kilometers away from the Four People’s Guild. Once the enemy finds it, the 

previous deployment can be completely destroyed. “Yue Taishan said. 

 

After thinking about it, Liu Jie finally picked up the phone and called Huang Xiang, asking, “What’s Lu 

Yang’s next strategy?” 

 

Huang Xiang said: “How can I know, I am not the main army commander and I am not participating in 

the war.” 

 

“Then go check it out. Within 10 minutes, I want to know Lu Yang’s next strategy.” 

 

Huang Xiang reluctantly, hung up the phone and started to think of a way. In the end, he really found a 

way. He called Morong and asked: “I still need to add logistics I have someone here, Can help you. “ 

 

Mo Long did not know that Huang Xiang was a traitor. Although he obeyed the ban on talking to anyone 

outside the guild, he did not think that Huang Xiang would use additional logistics to determine whether 

Lu Yang would continue to fight. 

 

“Thank you Brother Huang, you are busy with you, you don’t need it here.” Mo Long hung up after 

finishing talking. 

 

Huang Xiang asked several people in the same position as Mo Long successively, and after determining 

that they were not needed, he judged Lu Yang’s idea. 

 

“Jie Shao, rest assured, Lu Yang will not reinforce the Tianjian fortress, he is arranging to keep the 

Qingling Plain in place.” Huang Xiang said. 



 

Liu Jie questioned Huang Xiang’s conclusions in detail, and found that after Huang Xiang used this 

method, Liu Jie and dead grass, such as Yue Taishan, judged that Huang Xiang’s conclusion was correct. 

 

“Good job.” Liu Jie praised Huang Xiang, and hung up the phone, and ordered Ru Yue Taishan Han: “Four 

legions attack at the same time, I want to sweep the old nest of the cavalry regiments.” 

 

“Yes.” Ru Taishan immediately issued an order. 

  



 


